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Zusammenfassung
Die isochrone Massenmessung, die am Fragmentseparator (FRS) und Experiment-Spei-
cherring (ESR) der GSI in Pionierexperimenten durchgeführt wird, erlaubt es Massen
exotischer Kerne mit Lebensdauern von einigen 10 µs mit einer Genauigkeit von 10−6
zu messen. Die exotischen Kerne werden durch Projektilfragmentation und Uranspal-
tung am Eingang des FRS bei relativistischen Energien erzeugt, im Fluge räumlich
getrennt und danach in den Speicherring eingeschossen. Die Impulsverteilung der
erzeugten Fragmente ist bis zu einigen Prozenten breit, so dass die isochrone Einstel-
lung des ESR für präzise Massenmessungen erforderlich ist. Dieser spezielle Modus
des ESRs ermöglicht es, dass Ionen mit identischen Masse-zu-Ladungsverhältnisses
aber verschiedenen Geschwindigkeiten mit derselben Umlauffrequenz im ESR zirkulieren.
Um nun die Masse der Kerne zu bestimmen, wird die Umlauffrequenz der gespe-
icherten Ionen gemessen, die ein direktes Maß für das Masse-zu-Ladungsverhältnis ist.
Die Bestimmung der Umlauffrequenz erfolgt mit einem Flugzeitdetektor, der auf einer
der langen geraden Strecken des ESRs eingebaut ist. Im Detektor durchqueren die
zu messenden Teilchen eine dünne Folie und setzen dabei Sekundärelektronen durch
atomare Wechselwirkungen frei. Bei jedem Durchgang der Ionen durch die Folie,
werden Sekundärelektronen erzeugt, die über eine Kombination von elektrischen und
magnetischen Feldern auf einen Mikrokanalplatten-Detektor (MCP-Detektor) isochron
transportiert werden. Der Detektor erlaubt es unter anderem auch, dass die Elektronen
auf der Eintritts- und Austrittsseite zur zusätzlichen Identifikation eines Ions genutzt
werden können.
In dieser Arbeit wurde dieser Flugzeitdetektor mittels komplexen Simulationen, Offline-
Messungen mit α-Teilchen und Elektronen und Online-Messungen mit einem stabilen
64Ni28+-Strahl charakterisiert und optimiert. Alle Phasen von der Bewegung der Ionen
im Ring, der Erzeugung von Sekundärelektronen, deren Transport zu dem MCP, sowie
die Detektion werden untersucht und mit theoretischen Vorhersagen und Simulationen
verglichen.
Die Simulation der Verlustraten der Ionen im Speicherring zeigt auf, dass die reinen io-
nenoptischen Verlustraten hauptsächlich durch den endlichen Radius der Detektorfolie,
sowie den mittleren Energieverlust in der Folie bestimmt ist. Eine Reduzierung der
Foliendicke führt, wie erwartet, zu einer Zunahme der mittleren Anzahl der möglichen
Umläufe im Ring.
Die mittlere Anzahl von Sekundärelektronen, die pro einfallendes Ionen erzeugt wer-
den, sind über ein einfaches Skalierungsgesetz abgeschätzt worden und sind in guter
Übereinstimmung mit Offline- und Online-Messungen.
Simulationen des Transports der erzeugten Sekundärelektronen zum Mikrokanalplatten-
Detektor haben gute Übereinstimmungen mit Offline-Messungen und zufriedenstel-
lende Übereinstimmung mit Online-Messungen gezeigt. Mit den Resultaten der Simu-
lation war es möglich, die Transmission der Elektronen von der Folie um einen Faktor 2
und damit die Nachweiswahrscheinlichkeit zu steigern. Der Detektor erlaubt in diesen
neuen Feldeinstellungen, aus der Simulation, eine effizientere und gleichmäßigere Aus-
nutzung der Folie bei nur vernachlässigbarer Erhöhung der Flugzeitverschmierung (21
ps).
Die Anzahl der auf das MCP treffenden Sekundärelektronen ist ein direktes Maß für
die Detektoreffizienz, was durch theoretische Betrachtungen und Messungen gezeigt
werde konnte.
Es ist ebenso noch gezeigt worden, dass Aufladeeffekte des Mikrokanalplattendetektors
für Messungen am Speicherring zu berücksichtigen sind, da dort die Umlauffrequenz
von ca. 2 MHz relativ hoch ist. Diese Annahme ist durch systematische Untersuchun-
gen des MCPs-Detektors, theoretische Betrachtungen, sowie Online-Messungen, veri-
fiziert worden.
Eine Erhöhung der Umlaufdauer der Ionen im Ring kann durch Benutzung dünnerer
Kohlenstofffolien erzielt werden. In Offline-Messungen ist die Detektionseffizienz ver-
schieden dicker Kohlenstofffolien untersucht worden, sowie deren Vergleich zur derzeit
benutzten CsI beschichteten Folie. Untersuchungen haben ergeben, dass die Detek-
tionseffizienz der Kohlenstofffolien ab einer Dicke von 10 µg/cm2 konstant bei etwa
80% für α-Teilchen liegt und nur für geringere Foliendicke abnimmt. Des Weiteren
kann gezeigt werden, dass die Detektionseffizienz mit der CsI beschichteten Folie nur
leicht erhöht ist, verglichen zu den reinen Kohlenstofffolien. Die Abnahme der Detek-
tionseffizienz, sowie die nur leicht erhöhte Effizienz der CsI Bedampfung kann über
theoretische Modelle der Sekundärelektronenerzeugung befriedigend erklärt werden.
Diese Arbeit dient dem Erlangen eines detaillierten Verständnisses aller physikalischen
und technischen Prozesse, die für die Weiterentwicklung eines Flugzeit-Detektorsystems
für die isochrone Massenmessung am Collector Ring, bei der neuen "Facility for An-
tiproton and Ion Reseach (FAIR), wichtig sind.
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1 Summary
Isochronous Mass Spectrometry has been developed to measure masses of exotic nu-
clei with lifetimes as short as a few tens of microseconds at the FRS-ESR facility at
GSI. For measurement of the ions revolution frequencies, a time-of-flight detector is
used. Secondary electrons released from a thin carbon foil at each passage of the stored
ion through the detector are transported to micro-channel-plates (MCP) by electric and
magnetic fields.
This time-of-flight detector, currently installed in the ESR to measure the masses of
ions in the isochronous mode, was investigated in this work by experiments and real-
istic simulations. The detector efficiency was optimized off line with α-particles and
electrons and tested on line with a stable Nickel beam. All stages of the detector from
the creation of secondary electrons to the final timing signals were examined. The typ-
ical number of secondary electrons released per ion can be estimated within a factor
of two using an empirical formula. The formula incorporates the target properties and
the electronic stopping power of the ion. Typical average electron numbers for mass
measurements in the isochronous mode range from 1 to 10 electrons. The transport
of the electrons from the foil to the MCP was calculated for the first time using the
3-dimensional geometry of the detector. The simulation helped to understand the trans-
port of the electrons in the detector and thus optimize the detection efficiency while
preserving the timing performance. With the calculate settings the detection efficiency
and also the detection duration on one MCP detector side were significantly improved
(factor of 2).
The detection efficiency of the MCP in dependence of the average number of secondary
electrons was also examined in the experiment. The detection efficiency of the MCP
detector for a Ni-projectile at 372 MeV/u was estimated to be about 88%. In addition
saturation effects of the MCPs were examined . The saturation effect is a dead time
effect, which happens because of the large recharge time of the micro channels (1-10
ms) compared to the measurement time (400 µs). This effects causes the decrease of
the gain and so the amplitude of the signals. This also will have the effect of decrease of
the detection efficiency. The dependence of the detection efficiency of the thickness of
carbon foils was measured and yields an excellent detection efficiency for foil thickness
down to 10 µg/cm2. Using thinner foils will allow longer observation times in the
ring due to less energy loss and straggling. By taking all these effect into account
it is possible to describe the behaviour of the detection efficiency and the amplitude
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in dependence of the turn number. This new knowledge makes it possible to further
improve the detector in the ESR and within the ILIMA project to develop a new dual
detector system for the CR at FAIR.
2
2 Motivation of Mass Measurement of Exotic
Nuclides
The mass of a particle is one of the most fundamental properties that can be measured
in physics. In nuclear and high energy physics the mass is a measurable parameter
that yields a lot of information about the structure of a particle. This is caused by the
fact that the mass of a particle is related to its binding energy. The structure is directly
connected to the binding energy of the nucleus and by using sufficient nuclides models
it is possible to calculate the local distribution of the neutrons and protons.
An important field in which the masses of exotic nuclides far from the stability need to
be known precisely are nuclear reactions in astrophysics. The r-process, which is known
to be the main process for the creation of heavy chemical elements proceeds in the unex-
plored region of neutron-rich nuclides [Bbfh-57]. To calculate the r-process, measure-
menst of more precise mass values of exotic nuclides located in the very neutron-rich
region are necessary.
A further important field is the nuclear structure research that is also based on the mass
properties. Most of the theoretical models are only valid close to the stable region.
The further away one goes from the region of stability the worse the accuracy of the
models get (fig. [2.2]). So experimentally measured masses can be used to develop
better theories of nuclear models that can describe a broader range of nuclides. Another
interesting question that can be answered is the location of the proton and neutron drip
lines (fig. [2.1]).
With increasing beam intensities at accelerator facilities it is possible to produce more
exotic nuclides that are even further away from the region of stability than previously
found nuclides. At the moment about 3100 different nuclides and 580 isomers are
known [Chart-08] but not all of them have well defined or measured masses. Most of
the exotic nuclides have relatively short lifetimes compared to the natural existing stable
isotopes. So they have to be produced before they can be measured. The lifetimes vary
from minutes to microseconds. Exotic nuclides can be produced by performing nuclear
reactions using particle accelerators.
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Figure 2.1: Chart of nuclide including the proton and neutron drip lines [LitS-08].
Figure 2.2: Comparison of measured Sn-isotopes with different mass models [Lun-98].
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2.1 Creation and Separation of Exotic Nuclear Beams
Before the properties of an exotic nucleus can be measured it must be produced. A
way to produce exotic nuclides is done by using a stable ion beam that is shot onto
a target where different ion species are created by nuclear reactions. A “cocktail” of
exotic particles is created and therefore the nuclides of interest must be seperated from
the beam. Ions of stable isotopes are created in ion sources. The stable ions are then
extracted into a linear accelerator where they are pre-accelerated. Then the beam is
injected into a ring accelerator in which the ions are further accelerated over multiple
turns. The ions are turnwise accelerated by HF-resonators. The increase of speed needs
to be compensated by a higher magnetic field. At the GSI facility it is possible to
accelerate U92+ up to a value of about 1 GeV/u [Bbfp-85]. This pre-processing of the
stable beam is mostly the same for most of the experiments. To produce exotic beams
the stable beam is shot onto a target where nuclear reactions take place and the exotic
products are created and can be separated from the stable beam and further transfered
to the experimental areas. The process of the creation of exotic nuclides in the target
and the further separation can be mainly divided into two different approaches named
the in-flight method and the isotope-separation-on-line (ISOL).
2.1.1 ISOL
The ISOl (Isotope-Separation On-Line) technique is a widely used technique to cre-
ate and separate exotic nuclear beams. This method is successfully used at ISOLDE
at CERN [Hhj-92]. Proton or other light ion beams are shot onto a thick target that
includes heavy elements. The three main reaction channels in the target are the spalla-
tion, fragmentation and fission of the heavy target nuclei. The exotic nuclides created,
diffuse through the target. During the diffusion process, the ions are thermalized before
they leave the solid. After desorbing from the target’s surface they are ionized in an
ion source. The ions are selected accoriding to their charge state and extracted using an
electric field and furthermore accelerated by a typical voltage of 50 kV. This technique
allows high production rates because of the thick target and the high primary ion beam
current that can be achieved with light ions.
The disadvantage is that the efficiency of the production of the exotic nuclides depends
strongly on the chemical and solid state properties of the target. For specific combi-
nations of projectiles and targets a higher yield of products can be produced than in
the in-flight method. Mostly it is not straight-forward to make predictions about the
intensity of a secondary beam because of the complex properties of the target and pro-
jectile combination. An other disadvantage is that it is not possible to go to very exotic
nuclides with short life times. This is caused by the total time it takes to prepare the
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secondary beam for the experiment. Life times that can be still measured are in the
range of 10 ms [Bdc-99].
2.1.2 In-Flight Method
In the In-Flight method a primary beam of heavy ions is shot onto a thin target. Typical
processes that occur in the target are the fragmentation, electromagnetic dissociation,
fusion and fission of the heavy projectiles (fig. [2.3]).
The projectile fragmentation uses a heavy projectile that is shot onto a target consisting
of lighter elements like beryllium. This is a process in which a part of the projectile
nucleons are sheered off (abrasion) while the rest of the nucleus is left in an excited
state that deexcites and leads to a fragment (ablation). The kinetic energy of the frag-
ments is very close to the kinetic energy of the projectiles. So the momentum distri-
bution of the secondary particles is small and given by the Fermi-momentum of the
nucleons and the momentum difference caused by the different masses of the projec-
tile and fragment. The momentum distribution can be calculated using a description
of Goldhaber [Gol-74]. A detailed description of the reaction kinematics can be found
in [Gol-74], [Mor-89].
If the target consists of heavier elements there are two more important processes that
can occur. The projectile can also get excited by the coulomb-interaction with the
heavy target nuclides. Once excited, the nuclides can deexcite by losing nucleons or
even fission. This process is called the electromagnetic dissociation.
The induced fission describes the excitation of the projectile and breaking apart of the
projectile. Typically the fission products leave the target with kinetic energies higher
than the projectiles energy. Therefore the products of the induced fission have a broader
momentum distribution than nuclides created by the projectile fragmentation process.
For lower projectile energies close to the Coulomb barrier it is also possible to fusion
nuclides. If the kinetic energy of the projectile is sufficient to overcome the Coulomb-
barrier or to tunnel through the barrier of the target nuclides they become a compound-
nucleus. Typically the newly formed nucleus is in an excited state. The newly formed
nucleus starts to deexcite by γ-radiation and evaporation of nucleons until it gets into a
non-excited state. If this process of deexcitation is faster than any breakup process the
formed product survives and can be transfered to further experimental areas. Experi-
ments concerning the fusion of elements in-flight are performed using the velocity filter
SHIP [Muenz-79] at the GSI.
The advantage of the in-flight-method is that after the creation of the exotic nuclides no
acceleration or ionization is necessary. This advantage gives access to exotic nuclear
beams with life times in the order of µs down to hundreds of nanoseconds. Sometimes
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a disadvantage of the in-flight and ISOL-method is that a broad spectrum of exotic
nuclides is created which needs to be separated from the interesting ones.
2.1.3 Separation of Ions using the Fragment Separator at GSI
The separation of ions can be done by using electric and magnetic fields. An impor-
tant feature to note is that electric fields separate according to kinetic energies of the
particles while the magnetic fields separate according to the momentum of the charged
particles.
The fragment separator (FRS) [Gab-92] at GSI is an instrument that is successfully
used for the efficient separation of ions. The FRS (fig. [2.4]) consists of a three step
system for the selection of a specific ion species. First the primary beam is shot onto
a production target where exotic nuclides with almost the same velocity as the primary
beam are produced. In the first stage the exotic ions are separated by their momentum.
This is done by using a magnetic dipole system that also includes quadrupoles to focus
the beam. So at the midplane of the seperator (F2) only ions with specific m/q are
detectable. In the middle of the FRS a degrader is installed to separate the ions with
same m/q now by their nuclear charge Z. The ions pass through the degrader and lose
energy by atomic interactions depending on their atimic number. Therefore ions with
different Z have different momenta after the passage trough the degrader. The next
stage behind the degrader selects ions again according to their momentum while now
only ions with a specific mass and charge can be effectively chosen. Using this so called
Bρ−∆E−Bρ method it is possible to select a specific element at the final focus of the
seperator (F4).
The FRS can also be used as a secondary beam source for a broad spectrum of mass-to-
charge ratios by not using the degrader. The FRS is typically used in this mode when
mass measurements in the storage ring ESR are performed because of the broad range
of ions with a specific mass to charge ratio that can be created using this mode of the
FRS.
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Figure 2.3: Important nuclear reactions using the in-flight method. In the projectile fragmenta-
tion process heavy ions colliding with lighter target ions lose nucleons by shearing
them off. Projectiles interacting with another ion of the target by Coulomb interac-
tion, the projectile gets excited and emits photons and nucleons in the dexcitation
process. This process is called the electromagnetic dissociation. For heavy projec-
tiles it is possible that the electromagnetic excitation energy or a close collision is
high enough to induce a fission process. The projectile mainly breaks apart into
two main fission products while the rest of the energy is carried away from single
nucleons and photons.
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Figure 2.4: Principle of the ion separation process at the Fragment Separator (FRS). The first
step is the selection of ions with same momentum at F2. In the focal plane a
degrader is installed which will lead to an energy loss of the ions depending on their
proton number. The change in energy makes it possible to select an monoisotopic
ion beam at the second stage of the FRS (F4).
2.2 Methods for Mass Measurement
There exist two classes of methods to measure the masses of nuclides. One concept is
the direct measurement of the masses, for example in ion traps by measuring the revo-
lution frequencies in magnetic fields. The other concept is the indirect measurement of
the masses by the reaction value (Q) measurement of a nuclear process.
2.2.1 Q-Value Measurements
The Q-value of a reaction is defined as the difference of the rest mass in the in- and
out channel of the reaction. The reaction value Q is identical to the excess of kinetic
energy.
Q = (mIn−mOut)c2 (2.1)
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The Q-value can be determined by measuring the energy in the incoming and the out-
going channel. To determine the mass of a nucleus all other masses and energies must
be known.
The disadvantage of this method is that for calculating the correct mass the decay
scheme of the exotic nuclides needs to be known which is unknown. An other point
is that it is necessary to detect all the energies in the outgoing channels, which includes
the detection of all particles like γ-rays, α-particles and electrons.
The Q-values for α and proton decays are much easier to measure than for β -decay
because of the much sharper energies compared to the β -decay. The Q-value for the
β decay needs to be extracted from the endpoint of the β -spectrum which causes the
largest uncertainties in the Q-value evaluation. The typical precision that is achievable
with this method are 10 keV for α-decay dominated nuclides up to 1 MeV for nuclides
decaying via β decay.
2.2.2 Ion Traps
Very precise mass measurements are possible with Penning traps. In Penning traps ions
are confined by a magnetic field in the radial direction while a quadrupolar electric
field stores them in axial direction (fig. [ 2.5]). The combination of the electromagnetic
fields determines the ion trajectory in the trap. The motion of the ion can be divided into
three main motions, the reduced cyclotron motion with frequency ω+, the magnetron
motion ω− and the axial motion ωz. The cyclotron frequency ωc can be derived from
the motion of a charged particle with charge q and mass m in a homogeneous magnetic
field B.
ωc =
q
m
B (2.2)
Therefore it can be seen that a determination of the cyclotron frequency yields the mass-
to-charge ratio and therefore the mass of the ion species. It is important no note that
the cyclotron frequency is related in the following way to the reduced cyclotron and
magnetron frequency.
ωc = ω++ω− (2.3)
Two different methods of measuring the cyclotron frequency are available at the mo-
ment, fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) and the time-of-flight ion
cyclotron resonance (TOF-ICR) method. The FT-ICR method is based on the fourier
transformation of the induced current on the electrode caused by the ions moving in the
trap. This method is only applicable for many ions or high charge states in the trap. The
TOF-ICR method is based on measuring a time-of-flight resonance curve from which
the cyclotron frequency and therefore the mass can be determined. This method is also
applicable for single ions and therefore it is the method for measuring exotic ions. The
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Figure 2.5: Overview of the basic ion motion and operation of a Penning trap. The ring elec-
trode stores the ions in axial direction while an axial homogeneous magnetic field
stores them in radial direction. (Figure from www.titan.triumpf.ca)
ion gets excited in the trap by an electric radio-frequency. If the excitation frequency is
close to the cyclotron frequency the radial amplitude of the ions motion increases. Be-
fore describing the aspect of ejecting the ions a further important physical effect needs
to be explained. A charged particle moving on a closed circle has a magnetic momen-
tum ~mm which is dependent on the mass-to-charge ratio, the gyromagnetic ratio and the
angular momentum. So a particle in the trap has a higher magnetic momentum if it
moves on an outer orbit. After exciting the ion and moving it on an outer orbit it can be
ejected out of the trap. Directly after the ejection out of the hole the ion passes trough
an inhomogeneous region of the magnetic field. The inhomogeneity of the magnetic
field in combination with the magnetic momentum leads to a force that accelerates the
ion after ejection.
~F =−~mm∇~B (2.4)
The time-of-flight of the ion is measured compared to the ejection time with a detec-
tor. Applying different resonance frequencies the ion has different orbits and therefore
a different initial magnetic momentum and so different time-of-flight. If the correct
cyclotron frequency is applied the maximum radial amplitude and so magnetic momen-
tum is reached which leads to the smallest time-of-flight. Typical accuracies of this
method are on the order of keV, allowing very precise measurements. The disadvan-
tage of this method is that the measurement time is about one second to reach a high
mass precision. This limits the lifetime measurement for very exotic ions with lifetimes
11
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shorter than a second.
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2.2.3 Schottky Mass Spectrometry
The Schottky mass measurement is one of the mostly applied methods for mass mea-
surements of nuclides at the experimental storage Ring (ESR) [Fra-87], [Gei-92] at
GSI. The method is based on the revolution frequency measurement of specific ions in
the ring.
The ions in the ring are cooled using an electron cooler [Ste-96]. The electron cooler
creates an electron beam that can be overlapped with the revolving ions in the ESR. The
electron beam forces the ions to move within a specific velocity with a velocity spread
as small as 10−6 [Ste-96] which is given by the average electron beam velocity. The
cooling procedure normally takes about a second.
For Schottky mass spectrometry the ring is operated in the so called standard mode
which means that ions with different mass-to-charge ratio move on different trajecto-
ries and so have different revolution frequencies (fig. [2.6]). The measurement of the
revolution frequency is done without destroying the ions. For this detection so called
Schotty electrodes have been developed [Bor-74]. These plates are arranged like an
ideal capacitor. Every time an ion passes between the plates it influences charge on the
plates [Bec-90]. This small signal can not be measured within one turn. But because
the ions can be stored in the ring for multiple turns in the ESR one can divide the noise
spectra into its frequenciy components (FFT) [Pres-92]. A high abundance at a specific
frequency that corresponds to the mass-to-charge ratio of the ion is observed. Further
peaks with smaller intensity can be seen at higher harmonics of the frequency.
The measurement is very effective because the injection and simultaneous mass mea-
surement of more than hundreds of ions is possible (fig. [2.7]). So it is likely to inject
known nuclides which can be used for a calibration of the frequency to the mass-to-
charge ratio. The disadvantage of this method is that the cooling time is about some
seconds. Therefore this method is only applicable for nuclides with life times longer
than the cooling time. It is also important to take care that the mass difference of ions
moving simultaneously in the ring is larger than 200 keV. Otherwise these close lying
masses have a correlated motion in the ring which shifts the measured frequency and
so the mass to a wrong value [LitY-03]. The mass measurement accuracy reachable at
the moment is about 5 ·10−7 [LitY-01] with a mass resolving power about 2 ·106.
2.2.4 Isochronous Mass Spectrometry
In order to measure smaller lifetimes of exotic nuclides down to 50 µs the experimental
storage ring is operated in an other ion optical setting that differs significantly from the
standard mode. The ring is operated in the isochronous mode. This means that the
revolution time of the ions is independent from their initial kinetic energy. This offers
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Figure 2.6: Principle of the Schottky mass measurement method of the ESR. The filled circles
represent ions with different m/q while the lines show their trajectories. The ions
velocity spread is decreased with the electron cooler. Ions with larger m/q have a
larger pathlength in the ring therefore their revolution frequency is smaller than for
ions with smaller m/q.
the advantage that the so called “hot fragments” can be injected into the ring and do not
need to be cooled before the measurement.
The ion optical setting sends ions with same m/q but different energies onto different
trajectories (fig. [2.8]). The faster ions have a longer path to travel than the slower ones
so that the ions still have the same revolution frequency. The revolution frequency of
each ion is measured by a time-of-flight detector in the ESR. At each turn the ions pass
through a foil where secondary electrons are created. These electrons are bent onto a
micro channel plate detector which produces a time signal.
This method has the big advantage that no cooling is necessary. So the life time mea-
surement is limited by the transport time from the production target to the ESR and the
necessary number of about 100 revolutions of the ion in the ring. With this method ex-
otic nuclides with life times down to 50 µs are accessible. The accuracy of this method
14
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Figure 2.7: Part of a typical frequency spectra by using the Schottky mass measurement
method. The spectra is created applying a Fourier transformation to the taken
Schottky noise spectra. While the black peaks show known masses the red peaks
show new measured masses. [Chen-08]
is about 1 ·10−6.
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Figure 2.8: Principle of the isochronous mass measurement method. The different circles rep-
resent ions with different m/q and the lines their corresponding trajectories. Ions
with different m/q and momentum are injected. The ion optics of the storage ring
is set into the isochronous mode that makes it possible to measure the masses di-
rectly after the injection while having no further ion beam preparation. Ions with
same m/q but different energy move on trajectories with different lengths so that
the revolution time stays the same independent from the initial energy.
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The isochronous mass measurement method is capable of measuring nuclear masses
with lifetimes down to 50 µs. No other method allows the measurement of short life-
times with an accuracy of about 300 keV. The isochronous mass measurement method
is a typical method used in storage ring experiments. The method is based on the fact
that the revolution frequency of ions with the same mass-to-charge ratio is independent
from their initial velocities. Therefore the storage ring needs to be set in this special ion
optical mode. To measure the revolution frequencies a time-of-flight detector is used
that is based on a conversion-foil detector principle. Ions pass the foil at each turn and
create secondary-electrons in the foil. These electrons are bent onto a micro channel-
plate detector by a combination of electric and magnetic fields. Each electron bunch
imping on the MCP-detector creates a measurable signal that is used to determine the
revolution frequency of the ion. To understand the overall process of the measurement
method the process of ion motion in the storage ring, the creation, transport and detec-
tion must be examined. In the following sections all important physical basics of these
processes are presented. The next section is focused on a general description of ions
moving in a storage ring. Therefore a basic first order derivation of the mass-to-charge
ratio dependence from the initial velocity spread ions of the ions, an ion optical factor
and the revolution frequency spread in an ideal storage ring is given.
3.1 Principles of Isochronous Mass Measurement
The revolution time T of a stored particle with mass m and charge q depends on the
velocity v and the path length L.
T =
L
v
(3.1)
The total differential divided by T of this equation is given by
dT
T
=
∂T
∂L
dL
T
+
∂T
∂v
dv
T
=
dL
vT
− dv
T v2
=
dL
L
− dv
v
(3.2)
The dependence of the path length from the magnetic rigidity is given by [Bry-93]
dL
L
= αP
d(Bρ)
Bρ (3.3)
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while αP is the momentum compaction factor which describes the path length change
by changing the magnetic rigidity. The magnetic rigidity is given by
Bρ = m
q
βγc (3.4)
while γ is the relativistic Lorentz factor and β = v/c. Substituting expression 3.2 in
formula 3.3
dT
T
= αP
d(m/q)
m/q
+(αPγ2−1)dv
v
(3.5)
Using the following definition for the transition point of the ring
γT =
1√
αP
(3.6)
so eq. 3.5 can be written as
dT
T
= αP
d(m/q)
m/Q +
( γ2
γ2T
−1
)
dv
v
(3.7)
Equation 3.7 shows the principle of this mass measurement technique. To get a rela-
tionship between the revolution time T and the mass-to-charge ratio the second term in
eq. 3.7 needs to be canceled out. This can be done by decreasing the velocity spread
∆v/v as it is done by the Schottky method. The other option is to vary the transition
point γT or the energy γ of the particles to cancel out the expression in the brackets
(γ = γT [Wol-87]).
The typical value for γT in the standard mode is γT = 2.5 for the ESR at GSI. This
value of operation is not useable from the applied side because a lot of ions would be
out of the adjustable magnetic rigidity of the ESR (fig. [3.1]). This means that only a
small portion of different exotic ions could be stored. So the value of γT = 1.4 is used
by adjusting the quadrupoles in the ring to make the storage of more exotic nuclides
possible [Dol-96]. To test the isochronicity of the ring a primary beam in conjunc-
tion with the electron cooler can be used while the ions revolution frequency can be
measured with the Schottky pickups. Changing the electron cooler voltage the velocity
of the ions in the ring is varied. From this measurement the so called “isochronicity
curve” can be calculated which shows if the revolution frequency is really independent
from the initial velocity (fig. [3.2]). But nevertheless the revolution frequency changes
a little bit with the initial velocity which is caused by higher order field corrections
of the magnets and focussing elements (fig. [3.2]). Another important point is that
the isochronicity is in principle only valid for a specific mass-to-charge ratio and the
quality of the isochronicity changes for different mass to charge ratios and needs to be
corrected in the analysis.
Because of the energy loss of a particle caused by travelling through the foil the mo-
mentum changes over each turn. So the particle’s trajectory moves in the average to the
outside of the beam pipe until it hits onto the wall.
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Figure 3.1: Chart of nuclide that shows the region of ions that can be stored by using different
transition points γT for a magnetic rigidity of 10 Tm. Nuclide on the right side
of the straight lines indicate the region that can not be stored. The picture shows
clearly that only a small portion of neutron rich nuclide can be stored while keeping
the transition point to the standard value γT = 2.5 [LitS-08].
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Figure 3.2: Isocronicity curve measured by using the Schottky plates and the electron cooler.
The graph shows the change of the revolution frequency in dependence of the par-
ticle velocity. In the standard-mode the revolution time changes proportional to the
velocity while for the isochronous mode the revolution time stays roughly constant
over a broad range of velocities. [Sta-02]
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3.2 Motion of Stored Ions in the ESR including Atomic
Interaction
3.2.1 Motion of Charged Particles in Electromagnetic Fields
The behavior of charged particles in electric and or magnetic fields can be described by
the electric and magnetic forces acting on them. The trajectory of the particles can be
solved by using the Lorentz-force.
m
d2~r
dt2 = q
(
~E +
d~r
dt ×
~B
)
(3.8)
So knowing the electromagnetic fields ~E and ~B and the initial conditions~r(t0) and~v(t0)
of the particles the trajectory for any mass m and charge q can be calculated. This is a
straight forward assumption to start with and is used in conjunction with a numerical
solver for electromagnetic fields based on the Finite Element method (FEM).
The numerical method is used to calculate the electromagnetic fields for a given prob-
lem and to solve the equation of motion for the trajectories for multiple particles with
different initial condition. But the disadvantage of using the real electromagnetic fields
is that the calculation time for many particles or for a big volume to solve increases dra-
matically. So for larger systems like in ion optics another concept is used to describe
the motion of charged particles as a beam in a less time consuming way. Therefore
the concept of transfer matrices was developed to describe the development of average
beam properties and their spread over time and space. To describe the behavior of ions
in the storage ring the matrix description is used while for the smaller time-of-flight
detector the numerical field solving method is used.
3.2.2 Fundamentals of Ion Optics
The motion of particles in an ion optical system is described by a reference trajectory
and their standard deviations. But for the calculation another base of coordinates than
the cartesian coordinates are used. Typically coordinates are relative to the reference
particle trajectory. To describe the development the following coordinates are defined
X (3.9)
px
p0
= a (3.10)
Y (3.11)
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py
p0
= b (3.12)
l = v0(T −T0) (3.13)
∆ = p/q− p0/q0
p0q0
(3.14)
while all values with index 0 are the properties of the reference particle [Wol-87]. X
and Y describe the transversal positions of the beam, a and b the corresponding angles,
l the time-of-flight difference to the reference trajectory and ∆ the relative deviation of
the momentum.
If a particle beam moves into an ion optical system like a magnet it will change its tra-
jectory caused by the magnetic force. The change of the initial coordinates compared to
the coordinates after travelling through the system can be described by a transformation
matrix. So the new final properties of the beam are simply calculated by a multiplication
of the initial properties with a transformation matrix.
A system of different ion optical elements is given by the product of the transfer matri-
ces. Each of the parameters in the matrix tells us specific properties of the transforma-
tion of the particle beam.
X
a
Y
b
l
∆

f inal
=

(X ,X) (X ,a) (X ,Y ) (X ,b) (X , l) (X ,∆)
(a,X) (a,a) (a,Y ) (a,b) (a, l) (a,∆)
(Y,X) (Y,a) (Y,Y ) (Y,b) (Y, l) (Y,∆)
(b,X) (b,a) (b,Y ) (b,b) (b, l) (b,∆)
(l,X) (l,a) (l,Y ) (l,b) (l, l) (l,∆)
(∆,X) (∆,a) (∆,Y ) (∆,b) (∆, l) (∆,∆)
 ·

X
a
Y
b
l
∆

initial
(3.15)
The method is typically used for ion optical calculations of complex systems like beam
lines, storage rings and synchrotron. The advantage of this description is that the cal-
culation of the electromagnetic fields is less time consuming than in a numerical calcu-
lation. Furthermore special properties of the system can be directly seen in the matrix-
values. Each of the matrix elements describe the operation of the system. The matrix
elements describes for example the beam spot size, the time of flight, the energy, mo-
mentum or angle after the transformation. It is also straight forward to fix properties of
an intended behavior of the system by fixing the specific matrix elements. Therefore
these parameter stay constant while the other parameter are changed.
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3.2.3 Energy Loss of Charged Particles in Matter
A charged particle that travels through matter interacts with the target’s electrons and
the nuclides by different processes. During these processes the projectile loses energy.
Main processes occurring are elastic scattering processes, inelastic processes like ion-
ization, excitation and charge exchange between the projectile and the target.
Typically the energy loss process can be roughly divided into different regimes where
different processes dominante (fig. [3.3]). Up to 0.1 MeV/u the nuclear interaction
can get dominant over the electronic interaction. This process describes the elastic
collisions between the projectile and the targets nuclides. In this regime the stopping
power is proportional to the projectiles velocity. A more detailed description can be
found in [Lind-61]. With increasing kinetic energy the contribution of the electronic
interaction increases and drops for further energies because of the decrease of the ion-
ization and excitation cross-sections for higher energies. In the third region an increase
of the energy loss can be seen again that is caused by deceleration radiation losses
and relativistic effects. Typically the minimum of stopping power is reached at about
3MPro jetcilec2. The so called Bethe regime is mainly dominated by interactions of the
ion with a quasi-free electron. The formula can be used to calculate the energy loss
per pathlength dx of an ion with charge ZP travelling through a solid target with charge
density nT . The Bethe formula [Bet-30] is based on the first order Born approxima-
tion of describing the scattering process. Including relativistic corrections [ScheiD-96],
[Sg-98] the relativistic Bethe formula can be derived.(
dE
dx
)
Bethe,rel.
=
4piZ2Pe4nT
mec2β 2
[
LBethe− ln
(
1−β 2)−β 2] (3.16)
with LBethe = ln(2mec
2β 2
I ). The average ionization potential of the target is given by
I, while β is the relative speed of light and γ the Lorentz factor. The energy loss
caused by ionization and excitation is averaged. For further discussion the variable
C = 4piZ
2
Pe
4nT
mec2β 2 . But it should be noted that the Born approximation is only applicable
for small pertubations. Therefore the Bethe-formula needs to be corrected for heavy
ions that cause larger pertubations. Therefore the Bethe formula is only valid for the
condition [ScheiD-96] √
ZPα
β ¿ 1 (3.17)
with α being the fine structure constant. A higher accuracy of the description of the
stopping power can be achieved [Schei-94], [Schei-96] by using a model developed by
Linhard-Soerensen which yields deviation to experimental data that are smaller than
1%. Especially for heavy ions where the condition in equation 3.17 does not hold,
the Linhard-Soerensen theory must be used if accurate stopping powers are necessary.
This theory is based on solving the Dirac equation for the scattering processes and gives
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Figure 3.3: Calculated Stopping power of a proton in a carbon target in dependence of the
projectiles specific energy. For low specific energies the stopping power has addi-
tional contributions by the elastic process with the targets nuclides while for higher
energies the electronic process dominates. [Pstar]
corrections to the Bethe formula. The solution of the stopping power for the description
within the Linhard-Soerensen theory can be written in the following way(
dE
dx
)
L,S
=C
[
LBethe+∆LL,S− δ2
]
(3.18)
while the third term in eq. 3.18 incorporates the fermi-density effect that accounts for
the dielectric polarization of the stopping power at relativistic velocities. The Linhard-
Soerensen term ∆LL,S includes the effect of spin dependency of the cross-sections
(Mott-cross-sections) and the relativistic effects and also the so called non-relativistic
Bloch correction.
Another option to calculate the energy loss is by simulating the tracking of an ion and
its collisional processes step by step. The calculation of the track of many ions the
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average behavior of the variable interested in and its standard deviation can be derived.
This method is known as a Monte Carlo calculation technique.
The given values of the stopping power mentioned in this work are calculated with
the ATIMA code [At]. This code is based on the Linhard-Soerensen theory and yields
accurate stopping powers for fast heavy ions.
3.2.4 Charge Exchange of Particles in Matter
Ions that pass through the foil are also able to interact with the target through charge ex-
change processes. Therefore the main charge exchange processes are shortly presented
and discussed.
The charge exchange is described by two main processes the so called radiative elec-
tron capture (REC) [Eich-07]and the non-radiative electron capture (NRC) [Schei-98].
The radiative electron capture can be described by the time reverse process of the pho-
toeffect. Therefore the electron is assumed to be in a quasi free state and gets caught
into a bound state of the ion. While going from the quasi continuum state to the bound
state a photon carrying away the energy difference is released. The cross section σREC
of this charge exchange process is directly proportional to the charge state of the target
(σREC ∼ ZT ).
The NRC can be described by a three body interaction where the bound state electron
interacts with other electron shells of the atom. The electron jumps from one bound
state of one ion to another lower bound state of the other ion while the momentum
difference is carried away by the target. This process is a non radiative process and its
cross-section σNRC is proportional to Z5T and Z5P ( σNRC ∼ Z5T Z5P).
Both processes are dominant in different projectile energy regions. While the NRC is
dominant in the energy range up to 90 MeV/u the REC is dominant in the range of more
than 100 MeV/u. So the main process that could lead to electron capture is the REC in
the range of 300−400 MeV/u.
Calculation with the program CHARGE [Schei-98] showed that the probability for a
projectile electron capture from the target of carbon is about 1.692∗10−6 for thickness
of 10 µg/cm2 or by the caesium iodide coated carbon foil 5.14∗10−5 for one passage
of the foil. Considering multiple passages of the ion through the foil it shows that the
probabilities are so small that they start to contribute at turn numbers where the ion
optical limitations are even more dominant (n ≈ 1000). So in further discussion the
charge exchange is excluded.
But the discussion of the charge exchange already shows that by going to a pure carbon
target the charge exchange probability will be even further decreased by a factor 10.
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3.2.5 Motion of Ions in the ESR
To understand and optimize the mass measurements of the ESR in the isochronous
mode a detailed understanding of the ions motion in the ring is necessary. A very in-
teresting parameter to know is the survival probability of ions moving in the ring and
their development over time. To simulate the expected performance of all of the ongo-
ing physical effects need to be taken into account. The effects can be mainly divided
into ring loss effects and energy or charge changing effects. The charge changing ef-
fects will not be considered in the further discussion because of the charge exchange
probability being to small as discussed in chapter 3.2.3.
3.2.5.1 Simulation
A Monte Carlo method is used to calculate the survival probability of the ions for differ-
ent turn numbers. Therefore the ion optics needs to be considered. It is calculated using
the GICOSI [Gic-87] program while the electromagnetic fields are imported into the
programm MOCADI [Schw-88] that allows a Monte Carlo calculation. The fields cal-
culated by GICOSI are based on the transfer matrix descriptions. All dipole magnets,
quadrupols, vacuum and foil apertures of the ESR are implemented into the calcula-
tion. The aperture size at the position of the detector is limited by the foil dimension
of a diameter of 4 cm. Sextupoles and other high order elements are not considered be-
cause of having minor effects on the survival probability and allowing an easier model.
Higher orders only start to play a role for the timing properties. Analytical expressions
that consider the fringing fields of the magnetic dipoles are used for the calculation.
The effect of angular straggling of the ions in the foil is implemented by assuming a
Gaußian-distribution. The most dominant effect is the change of the trajectory caused
by the energy loss of the ion passing the foil. Therefore the energy loss at the foils posi-
tion for 64Ni28+ at 372 MeV/u is added by using a calculated value ∆E from the ATIMA
code. To include the statistical fluctuation of the energy loss the energy straggling is
also implemented (dE/E =−3.16935 ·10−6). The foil considered is a 20µg/cm2 car-
bon foil with 10µg/cm2 of CsI coated on each side of the carbon carrier. The ATMIA
codes yields a value of ∆E = 75.5 keV per passage of the foil.
The time development of an ion bunch of 10000 ions is investigated over the turn num-
ber by repeating the calculation for each turn with new updated ion properties after the
foils position. To calculate the motion of bare Ni-ions it assumed that the initial energy
spread is ±0.2% while the initial emmitance is estimated to be about 10 mmrad for a
matched beam. The energy of the ions was set to be 372 MeV/u as in the experiment
with the stable Ni-beam. An ion that is injected close to the momentum acceptance
boarder or very far from the ideal trajectory can get lost by simply hitting the wall.
These loss are expected to occur especially at the beginning when a bunch of ions with
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Figure 3.4: Result of the calculated ion survival probability for 372 MeV/u 64Ni28+ ions in
the ESR for a 20 µg/cm2 carbon foil and CsI coating in dependence of the turn
number. In the first few turns the effect of phase space cutting of ions in the ring is
clearly seen. At about 5 to 10 turns the ion loss is dominated by the energy loss of
the ions caused in the foil [Wei-07].
a big momentum spread is injected (fig. [3.4]). But never the less ions also get lost
during further turn numbers. The energy an ion loses at every passage through the foil
will shift the ions trajectory into the direction of the beam pipe. So at one point the ion
optical setting is not be able to hold it on an stable trajectory anymore. During the pro-
cess of the foil passage the ion will also get slightly scattered. Simulations also showed
that the influence of ion scattering in the foil on to the ion survival probability is minor.
3.3 Electron Generation, Transport and Detection
In this section the time-of-flight detector used for the detection of the ions and the
determination of the revolution-frequency is examined in detail. Ions that pass through
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the foil release secondary electrons that are transpored by a combination of electric
and magnetic fields onto micro channel plate detectors. To understand the detector in
more detail and optimize the performance parameters like timing and electron transport
efficiency all stages from the creation of electrons in the foil and the transport and
detection need to be examined. The following sections give a detailed background
on the analytical and numerical solved electron transport behavior of the electrons in
the detector. The basic physics of secondary electron creation in foils by ions and the
working principle of micro channel plates is explained.
3.3.1 Time-of-Flight Detector
To measure the revolution frequencies of the ions, a detector is necessary that de-
tects single ions without destroying them. This is done by an isochronous foil de-
tector (fig. [3.5]). This type of detector was conceptually developed by Bowman and
Heffner [Bh-78]. A more detailed description of the mechanical properties of the cur-
rently installed detector can be found in [Rad-94] [Troe-93] [Troe-92].
The detector includes a CsI coated carbon foil where ions release secondary electron
when they pass through the foil. The electrons are transported by a crossed electric and
magnetic field onto a micro channel plate detector where the electrons are detected. The
electric field is created by equidistantly spaced electrodes while the magnetic field is
created by an external dipole magnet. The transport of the electrons is also isochronous
which means that the time-of-flight from the foil to the micro channel plate detector is
independent from the initial velocity of the electrons.
The detector is normally operated in a mode where the electrons created in the forward
and backward direction are detected. Coincident signals of the forward and backward
branch of the detector allow an easier identification of the passage of an ion through
the foil. The ions passing through the foil experience an energy loss at every passage
through the foil. Typical values of the energy loss are on the order of 50−100 keV per
turn which is very small compared to their total energy of some hundreds of MeV/u in
online experiments.
3.3.1.1 Ideal Detector
The isochronous motion of the electrons from the foil to the micro channel plate de-
tector is caused by a homogeneous electric field ~E = E~ez crossed with a magnetic field
~B = −B~ey [Troe-93]. The equation of force of a charged particle with charge q and
mass m can be written as
m
d2~r
dt2 = q
(
~E +
d~r
dt ×
~B
)
(3.19)
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Figure 3.5: Scheme of the time-of-flight detector used for the isochronous mass measurement.
Ions passing the foil release secondary electrons at the entrance and exit of the foil.
These electrons are transported to a micro channel plate detector by a combination
of electric and magnetic fields. The transport of the electrons in the detector is
also isochronous. The secondary electrons imping on the MCP-detector is gained
before they hit onto the anode which creates a measurable signal.
The direction of the homogeneous magnetic field is the negative y direction while the
direction of the electric field is the x direction. So the vectorial equation (eq. 3.19) can
be written in the cartesian component form as
m
d2x
dt2 =−q
dz
dt B (3.20)
m
d2y
dt2 = 0 (3.21)
m
d2z
dt2 = q
(
dy
dt B−E
)
(3.22)
Solving this coupled equations system (eq. 3.20, 3.21, 3.22) yields the solutions as
x(t) = x(0)− yz(0)
ω
(1− cos(ωt))+ vy(0)+E/B
ω
sin(ωt)− E
B
t (3.23)
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y(t) = y(0)+ yx(0)t (3.24)
z(t) = z(0)+
vy(0)+E/B
ω
· (1− cos(ωt))+ vz(0)
ω
· sin(ωt) (3.25)
with ω = eB/me being the cyclotron frequency. The trajectory is a so called Cycloid
trajectory. From this knowledge the lateral distance can be calculated by neglecting the
initial velocity into the z-direction.
D = x(T )− x(0) = 2pime
e
E
B2
(3.26)
The maximum distance an electron travels into the z-direction is given by
zmax =
D
pi
(3.27)
The transport to the MCP is isochronous, which means that the time-of-flight is inde-
pendent on the initial kinetic energy of the electrons. Faster electrons fly on a longer
trajectory to compensate the velocity by distance to reach the detector at the same time
of flight.
Micro channel plates are known to reach a plateau in detection efficiency at initial
kinetic energies of 300 eV for electrons [Wiz-79]. But the derivatives of eq. 3.23,
3.24 and eq. 3.25 with respect to the time show that the initial starting velocity is
the same as the imping velocity. So, to reach a higher velocity at the position of the
MCP-detector a shift of the detector into the direction of the incoming electrons could
help. The electrons hit with more energy but do not hit perfectly isochronously. Another
method that can be used is to give them a higher initial velocity. This can be easily done
by applying a more negative voltage onto the foil. The potential difference between
the foil and the MCP defines the average kinetic energy the electrons hit the micro
channel plate. Superimposed there is also the initial velocity distribution caused by the
secondary electron creation process.
3.3.2 Finite Element Method
This is a method that is used to solve differential equations on arbitrary geometries even
with time dependence. This method can be applied to almost all physical problems that
can be described by a field theory like electromagnetic, mechanical, thermodynamical,
fluid dynamical,... problems. Originally it was developed for calculations of stress of
materials and structures. A broad application can still be found in this field today like
in automobile and aerospace industry for the calculation of stress and fatigue of special
parts and materials.
The finite element method is based on the earlier developed finite difference method.
Using this method the volume is divided into equidistant points. Initial conditions of
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some points are fixed and the values at the neighboring point can be calculated. This
can be done by substituting ∂ f (x)∂x the differential expression in the physical equations
with finite differences that makes it possible to calculate the values (see eq. 3.28).
∂ f (x)
∂x ≈
f (x2)− f (x1)
x2− x1 (3.28)
All of these methods are based on the same first step. The geometry with which the
physical equations shall be solved is divided into nodes (fig. [3.6]). Using the finite
element method the nodes are grouped into elements like lines, triangles or tetrahedra.
The problem that needs to be solved is defined accurately if the overall physical equa-
tion that describes the calculation method, concerning the neighboring points, and the
boundary conditions are given. For example an electrostatic problem where the bound-
ary condition is given by a Dirichlet condition. The potential is given on a special
volume that creates an electric field distribution that can be calculated just by knowing
the boundary condition and the responsible geometry.
So to solve an arbitrary differential equation of the form
ˆLu(x) = f (x) (3.29)
defined on an interval a ≤ x ≤ b with ˆL being the differential operator the following
approximation can be made [All-05].
u(x)≈ uN(x) :=∑c jΦ j(x) (3.30)
while Φ j(x) are the so called assumption functions that are linear independent and solve
the boundary conditions, c j are coefficients and uN(x) is the approximated function of
the real solution u(x) . Approximations of the functions deviations to the exact solutions
u(x) are made. The deviation is simply the difference of both sides of the equations 3.29
and 3.30 is called the residuum R.
R := ˆLuN(x)− f (x) =
N
∑
j=1
ˆLc jΦ j(x)− f (x) (3.31)
The coefficients are calculated from the N equations with the weighting function wk(x).∫ b
a
wk(x)Rdx = 0 (3.32)
Substituting the expression for R with equation 3.31 in eq. 3.32 yields
∫ b
a
wk(x)
(
N
∑
j=1
ˆLc jΦ j(x)− f (x)
)
dx =
N
∑
j=1
∫ b
a
wk(x) ˆLΦ j(x)dxc j−
∫
wk(x) f (x) dx = 0
(3.33)
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Figure 3.6: Color plot of a magnetic field solution (right) of a magnetic 2d quadropole calcu-
lated with the finite element software COMSOL and the corresponding mesh (left).
The main boundary conditions that are set are the permanent magnetization of the
electrodes.
and using the following definition:
(g,h) :=
∫ b
a
g(x)h(x)dx (3.34)
equation 3.33 can be written in the following way
N
∑
j=1
(
wk, ˆLΦ j
)
c j = (wk, f ) (3.35)
A ·~c = ~B (3.36)
This equations (eq. 3.36) symbolizes a linear equation system with unknown coeffi-
cients c j. Reasonable weightening functions wk can be calculated by minimizing the
residuum. Another option that is widely used is the so called Galerkin method that
assumes that the weighting function are equal to the assumption functions Φ j [Bin-92].
This method showed improved convergence and better numerical precisions. Therefore
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equation 3.35 can be written as
N
∑
j=1
(
Φk, ˆLΦ j
)
c j = (wk, f ) (3.37)
The next step is to choose the assumption functions Φ j that connect each points. Typi-
cally the nodes are connected by polynomial functions that are just defined on a specific
interval (so called finite elements). The coefficients are solved by a Gauss method [Gaus].
The advantage of the Finite element method is that it does not need structured or
equidistant nodes. This makes the method more feasible to arbitrary geometrical struc-
tures with different length scales of interesting features.
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3.3.3 Simulation of the Secondary Electron Transport
The transport of the electrons is simulated by using a Monte Carlo capable program
so called Ion Trajectory Simulation Program ITSIM [Pla-01], [Wu-06]. This program
is able to calculate particle trajectories for any analytical or numerical given electric-,
magnetic field and gas flow field. The geometry of the detector is drawn in the COM-
SOL programm´[Com] by an implemented CAD-Program. Then the electric potential
Φ for every electrode of the 3D geometry is calculated using the commercial finite
element programm COMSOL by solving the Laplace equation.
∇Φ = 0 (3.38)
Afterwards the electric field is imported into the programm ITSIM (fig. [3.7]). The
program COMSOL was tested before on analytical problems of electrostatic and mag-
netostatic problems and has given reasonable results down to an average relative error
of 10−4 compared to the analytical solutions for 3D problems.
The 12 electrodes that produce the main electric field have relatively defined voltages
because they are supplied by a voltage divider which is supported by two main voltages
U++ and U−. The voltage drop caused by the voltage divider is already implemented
into the field calculation (fig. [7.1]) before importing it into ITSIM. So it is possible to
reduce this 12 electrodes to the main experimentally voltage sources U++ and U− that
support the voltage divider. The voltage divider is built in a way that it creates a linear
dropping potential to get a constant electric field in the region where the electrons fly.
Two more important potentials implemented are the voltage on the foil UFoil and the
voltage onto the micro channel detectors first plate UMCP.
To check the need of the comprehension of the real magnetic field distribution of the
dipole magnet the inhomogeneity and the absolute values of the magnetic induction B
are checked by measurements with a Hall probe and a finite element calculation with
the program COMSOL (fig. [3.9, 7.3, 3.8]). To solve the magnetostatic problem with
given external current density ~J on the coils and a magnetic permeability µr of the
surrounding iron, Amperes law
∇× ~H = ~JE f f (3.39)
needs to be solved (fig. [3.8]). The number of windings N=140 are incorporated into
the effective external current as ~JE f f = JN while µr(Steel) = 2000. The relative field
deviations further away from the middle of the dipole compared to the value in the mid-
dle are less than 10−4 (fig. [7.3]). This deviation is so small that it does not influence the
transport significantly. Knowing this fact we decided to use a constant ideal magnetic
field to simulate the transport of the electrons which decreases the calculation time.
The initial kinetic energy distribution (fig. [7.2]) is chosen as a Maxwellian distribu-
tion [Troe-93] with a maximum at 1.8 eV [Agr-70]. The creation of secondary elec-
trons into other directions than normal to the surface of the foils is assumed to drop with
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Figure 3.7: Procedure of the electron transport simulation in the detector by using different
software. The program Comsol offers the capability of drawing the real 3D struc-
ture of the electrodes. The geometry is discretized by using an arbitrary grid. Po-
tential can be applied to lines faces and volumes of the geometry. The next step
is the calculation of the electrical potential on the nodes using a finite element
method. The electrical field can be imported into the Ion trajectory simulation pro-
gramm ITSIM. The initial conditions like spatial and energy distributions of the
electrons can be chosen. Each electron trajectory is calculated by using a Runga-
Kutta algorithm[But-87].
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Figure 3.8: Process of magnetic field calculation using COMSOL. The geometry is drawn into
the program COMSOL. Because of the symmetry of the geometric problem only
one fourth of the geometry is solved. This yields a less time consuming calcula-
tion. The geometry is spatially discretized by a grid. The external current density
is applied to the coils and the different volumes of air and steel are specified by set-
ting the magnetic permeability µr. The problem is then solved by a finite element
method [Com] and can be analyzed for interesting values using the implemented
post processor.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of the simulated magnetic induction using COMSOL in dependence of
the applied current with the measured magnetic induction. Estimated experimental
errors of the magnetic induction are about ±1%
a cosine law [Troe-93] [Kos-74] [Dre-96]. This assumption includes that most of the
particles pass through the foil orthogonally. A simulation with an isotropic emission
angle distribution shows no significant influence on the transmission or timing results.
So the detector itself is not sensitive to the variation of emission angles of the electrons.
Different initial spatial distributions of the electrons are chosen. The distribution that
describes the shape of the transmission curve the best is a Gaußian distribution with a
sigma of 10 mm. The initial spatial distribution is therefore chosen to be a Gaußian-
distribution in x and y-direction over the whole foil area with a σ = 10 mm. If not
explicitly mentioned in the further studies this initial spatial distribution is used. It
should also be mentioned that the magnetic field at which maximum transmission is
reached does not shift by varying the initial spatial distribution.
Typical number of calculated trajectories are 10000 up to 100000. Typical calculation
times ranged from 1 to 30 minutes. The calculation can be used to optimize the electron
transport transmission from the foil to the detector while keeping the time-of-flight
difference as small as possible.
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3.3.4 Theory of Ion Induced Secondary Electrons
Ions passing through matter create electrons by inelastic collisions with the electrons of
the solid. Electrons are created all along the passage of the ion through the solid. Some
of them have energies high enough to overcome the potential barrier to the continuum
and can be emitted by the solid. The so called "real secondary electrons" are electrons
within an energy of 0−50 eV [Dre-96]. A typical spectra includes also electrons with
higher energies but the contribution of the real secondary electrons to the overall spectra
is about 85% [Has-98]
3.3.4.1 Creation of Secondary Electrons
The secondary emission can be divided into two emission types. The potential electron
emission [Has-98] which plays a role for slow imping ions and the kinetic electron
emission [Has-98] that is dominant for higher impact energies. The potential electron
emission starts if the potential energy of the projectile exceeds twice the workfunction φ
of the target. The secondary electrons are created by resonance neutralization followed
by auger deexcitation or by auger neutralization [Hag-54], [Hag-78].
The mechanism of the kinetic electron emission is considered as a three step model [Ster-57]
and is applicable for higher impact velocities.
• Generation of excited electrons in the solid
• Diffusion of the electrons towards the surface
• Penetration of the electrons through the surface barrier.
The generation of secondary electrons by the kinetic emission type can be divided into
the following processes:
• direct processes between projectile and target
– by excitation of conduction or valence electrons into free states above the
fermi level
– by ionization of inner shells of the target atoms
– by ionization in outer and inner shells of the projectile
– electron loss of electrons from the projectile
• by secondary processes:
– cascade multiplication of diffusing secondary electrons
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– excitation of target electrons by energetic recoil atoms and by backscattered
projectiles
– one-electron-decay of volume and the surface plasmon generated either by
energetic primary ions or by secondary electrons
– by photons produced in projectile target collisions.
The main processes that contribute to the creation of secondary electrons are the ex-
citation of electrons from the valence band into the continuum and shell ionization
processes [Has-98]. An empirical way to describe the transport and the multiplication
of the electrons is by describing it within a diffusion model [Ster-57], [Sch-80]. Elec-
trons are created all along the path of the ion. The created electrons migrate through
the solid and interact with other electrons untill they get lost by an inelastic process.
Within the diffusion model it is assumed that the electrons have a diffusion length that
is roughly given by the inelastic mean free path [Kos-89], [Jab-88]. Typical inelastic
mean free paths of low energy electrons in metallic solids are in the order of 5− 20
[Sea-79] while for insulating materials the inelastic mean free path can be significantly
higher [Has-98], [Ver-73], [Ohy-04], [Sei-67]. This is a fact caused by less free col-
lisonal electrons inside the conduction band. The freed electrons have less collisional
partners to interact in the conduction band that leads to significantly larger mean free
paths. Caused by this effect more electrons are able to survive during their migration to
and out of the solids surface. This effect causes an increase of the secondary electron
yield.
After travelling to the surface the electrons still need to overcome the surface barrier of
the solid. For metals the surface barrier is given by the sum of the Fermi-Energy EF
and the work function φ . The work function is a result of a non compensated potential
energy because of the finite volume of the solid. Typical values for the work function of
carbon are φ = 5 eV [Dre-96] For insulators the barrier height is given by the electron
affinity of the material [ICRU-99] [Has-98], [Sch-80]. The value of the electron affinity
for CsI is given as 0.2 eV [She-02]. This difference in barriers already shows that by
using an insulating target a higher secondary electron yield is expected.
3.3.4.2 Secondary Electron Yield per Ion
The total secondary electron yield per ion is given by the sum of the forward and the
backward yield per ion. It has been shown by a wide test of experiments that the total
secondary electron yield scales with the electronic energy loss of an ion imping on a tar-
get [Clou-89], [Roth-90], [Roth-92]. The constant Λ in equation 3.40 only depends on
the target material and not on the projectile target combination or the velocity [Has-98]
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Figure 3.10: Total secondary electron yield of a carbon target in dependence of the stopping
power. The secondary electron yield shows a quite good linearity with the elec-
tronic stopping power over a broad range of the stopping power and projectiles
[Has-98].
and can be measured experimentally easily for each target.
nTSE = Λ
dE
dx (3.40)
The electronic energy loss is a good approximation for the sum of the main effects that
contributes to the creation of electrons in the solid like excitation and ionization. To
understand the target thickness dependence of the forward and backward electron yield
Sternglass developed a model that is based on the three step model of the electron cre-
ation [Ster-57], [Kos-89]. The steps are the creation of electrons, the transport through
the solid and the migration through the surface barrier. It assumes that the energy loss
of the projectile is converted into the creation of two categories of electrons; slow and
fast electrons.
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Figure 3.11: Creation of secondary electrons in a target. The main secondary electron cascade
is induced by soft collisions of the projectile with the targets electrons. The so
created slow electrons collide with other electrons in the target and so further
develop a cascade that spatially develops up to target dependent thickness which
is given by the inelastic mean free path of the slow electrons λS. Additional to
this contributions secondary electrons can be created into the forward direction
by a hard collisions process of the projectile with the target electrons. Therefore
fast electrons (δ -electrons) are created that can also initiate an electron cascade
further away from the point of creation. So the fast electrons are also able to
develop an additional contribution of slow secondary electrons in the forward
direction. Because of the higher electron energy the δ -electrons have a higher
mean free path λδ and so the slow electron cascade develops further away of
the point of creation and so a larger pathlength is necessary to let the cascade
completely develop [Ster-57].
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The slow electrons are produced in soft collisions with big impact parameter and the fast
electrons, so called δ electrons, are created in collisions with small impact parameters
(hard collisions). Only a fraction βδ of the energy loss is converted into the creation
of δ electrons. The total number of δ electrons generated in an unit layer dx with an
average energy amount ESE necessary to create them is given by
nδ =
1
ESE
dE
dx βδ dx (3.41)
While the soft collisions nDi occur in forward and backward direction the hard collisions
are assumed to contribute only to the forward direction.
nDi =
1
ESE
dE
dx (1−βδ )dx (3.42)
The electrons that are created by the soft collision at each position of the ions path travel
through the solid with an inelastic mean free path of the slow electrons λSE . Because
of the higher kinetic energy of the δ electrons they have a higher inelastic mean free
path λδ as the slow electrons and so travel further away from their origin of creation
compared to the slower ones. Because of increasing projectiles velocities the velocities
of the δ -electrons also increases so the incorporation of the energy dependence of the
diffusion length needs to be respected. This effect can be described by an empirically
found formula [Jung-96]
λδ = 390(EPro jectile/MPro jectile)1.22 (3.43)
The energy transport of the δ electrons can be described by the diffusion function [Ster-57]
f (x,λδ ) = 1− e−
x
λδ (3.44)
Sternglass assumes that during their migration the δ electrons are able to initiate an
own additional cascade of slow electrons. So the creation of secondary electrons by δ
electrons can be written in the form:
nδ =
dE
dx
βδ
ESE
(1− e−
x
λδ ) (3.45)
The diffusion of the created electrons and the surface transmission can be included in
the probability function D(x)
DB(x) = τe
− xλS (3.46)
DF(x) = τe
− (x−d)λS (3.47)
while τ mainly includes the initial secondary electron angular distribution and the sur-
face transmission probability. Assuming that these processes are independent from each
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other [Ster-57], [Kos-89] the electron yield in forward and backward direction can be
calculated
n
F,B
SE =
∫
(nDi+nδ )DB,Fdx (3.48)
Further assuming that the inelastic mean free path of the δ -electrons is much higher than
for the slow electrons the expressions for the backward and forward yield are given by
nBSE = Λ∗
dE
dx (1−βδ )(1− e
−x/λS) (3.49)
with
Λ∗ = τλSE
ESE
(3.50)
nFSE = Λ∗
dE
dx
(
1−βδ e−x/λδ − (1−βδ )e−x/λS
)
(3.51)
Both yields saturate at a special distance from the foils entrance and exit. The position
of saturation mainly depends on the secondary electron diffusion length λS. This effect
can be understood easily in the way that electrons that are created too far away from
any surface of the solid and not being able to migrate through the surface. They are
simply absorbed by a collisional process and recaptured into a bound state. The total
yield of backward and forward is given by the sum of the saturation values.
nTSE =
dE
dx Λ
∗(2−βδ ) = dEdx Λ (3.52)
It is also important to note that βδ is about 0.2 for protons and Helium [Has-98] while
for heavier ions βδ increases up to an average value of 0.7 [Jung-96]. This difference
is up to now only experimentally observed and can not be identified clearly. For high
velocities of the projectile the inelastic mean-free-path of the fast δ -electrons gets so
large that they are not able to initiate an own slow-electron cascade. Therefore the
secondary electron cascade induced by fast electrons in the forward direction cascade
can be simply neglected for energies of about 400 MeV/u and foil thickness thinner than
hundreds of µg/cm2. Therefore the equation 3.49 for the description of the backward
yield is also valid for the description of the forward yield.
3.3.4.3 Secondary Electron Spectra
The spectra of the secondary electrons includes different interesting features (fig. [3.12])
• True secondary electrons
• Plasmon excitation
• Auger electrons
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• Convoy electrons
• Binary encounter electrons
The true secondary electron peak is created by the already explained cascade process.
The plasmon excitation followed by a release of an electron is a process in which a
volume or surface plasmon is excited within the solid and by deexciting the energy is
transferred to an electron that is emitted by the solid [Has-98]. This feature is superim-
posed the true secondary spectra and mostly seen as a shoulder.
If the ion creates a hole in a deep lying shell of the target atom the target can deexcite
by transferring its energy to an outer electron that is emitted. This process has a very
specific energy and is named Auger-process [Luc-72] [Schnei-75]. The energy of the
Auger-electrons is very specific and a fingerprint of the atom that ejects it.
The so called convoy electrons are electrons that have the same velocity like the projec-
tile [Det-74]. The main process of creation is the electron capture to continuum (ECC)
and the electron loss to low-lying continuum states (ELC) [Has-98].
An electron that has a violent collision with the projectile and all the momentum from
the projectile gets transferred to the electron is called a binary encounter collision. This
is the maximum of momentum the target electron can gather from the collision and is
so somehow a cutoff of the spectra. The speed an electron can gather from this binary
encounter collision is twice the speed of the ion.
It is also important to note that the true secondary electron spectra shape does not de-
pend on the projectile energy, mass or charge. But for different targets the shape can
differ [Has-98], [Joy-04].
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Figure 3.12: Typical secondary electron spectra of a carbon target of thickness 1500 an under
an emission angle of 0◦ compared to the penetrating protons with an energy of
1.2 MeV/u. Different features can be observed in the spectra. The real secondary
electron peak (e− secundaria vera) caused by the cascade effect. The plasmon
shoulder (dilapsio plasmi) that raises because of solid state effects in this energy
region and causes electron ejection from the target. Further smaller features are
Auger-electrons (e− Augeriana KLL carbonis) from the ionization of inner shell
electrons of the target and the convoy electrons (e− comitantia) that are electrons
which move with the same speed of the projectile. The spectra typically shows
a bump at energies of about twice the velocity of the projectile which is caused
by the so called binary encounter process (e− conflictus binarii) that describes the
total momentum transfer of the projectile to the target electron [Has-98].
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Figure 3.13: Sketch of a micro channel plate and gain operation mode of one micro channel.
The MCP consists of about 106 - 108 micro channel. A micro channel is typically
characterized by the length L of the channel and the diameter dMCP of one channel.
The ratio of these parameters is specific for the gain of the channel [Wiz-79]. A
voltage of about 1000V is applied across the entrance and exit of the channel.
Ionizing particles release secondary electrons while hitting onto the channels wall.
The electrons are reflected by the walls and further gained untill they leave the
channel. The outgoing current can be detected with a metal anode.
3.3.5 Micro channel Plate
A micro channel plate consists of about 106− 108 mostly independent parallel micro
channels (fig. [3.13]). Each micro channel works like a electron multiplier with a
typical gain of about 104. A typical voltage of 1000V is applied over the length of
a channel. The multiplication cascade inside the channel is induced by the imping
particles. The projectile releases secondary electrons at the channels wall which are
further accelerated by the bias voltage. These created electrons hit onto the channel
wall and further create electrons. The gain is dependent on the coating material of the
channels that determines the secondary electron yield α and the length to diameter ratio
L/dMCP.
g∼ eαL/dMCP (3.53)
Typical full-widths at half-maximum of the MCP signals are about 1 to 3 ns and electron
transit times in the channel are in the order of hundreds of pico seconds. A common ap-
proach to increase the gain and having less dark counts the usage of two micro channel
plates in a so called chevron setup is proposed. Typically the angels of the channels are
inclined against the normal of the channel plates surface. The reasons therefore are that
the detection efficiency of ion depends on the imping angle of a particle and to suppress
ion feedback [Wiz-79].
The MCPs are typically installed consecutively with a distance of about some µm up to
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mm. The advantage of using two MCPs is a gain of 107 to 108 that can be reached. An-
other advantage is that because of charge saturation effects in the second micro channel
plate the so called pulse height distribution gets peaked. The pulse height distribution
is an abundance histogram of the signal amplitudes. This histogram makes it possible
to define a useable threshold for further analysis of the signals. Using just one micro
channel plate the gain is too small to produce measurable amplitudes and the pulse
height distribution is exponentially. So the highest abundance of amplitudes is at small
values that makes it hard to adjust a reasonable trigger for defining noise and signal.
The detection efficiency of channel plates is quite different for different energies and
particles. For electrons in the range of 300 V to 1000V the detection efficiency saturates
[Bou-79] around a value that is equal to the open area ratio (OAR) of the micro channel
plate and is in the order of 60%. Using a grid in front of the detector the incoming
particles that are reflected by the channel plate because of not hitting a channel can be
driven back onto the detector. This feature allows to increase the detection efficiency
up to a value of about 80% for electrons [Wiz-79], [Torn-90].
A disadvantage of these micro channel plates is the finite recharge time of the individual
channels which is in the order of 20 ms for standard MCPs. The charge that is extracted
from the channel needs to be refilled by the power supply but this time is simply lim-
ited by the micro channel itself. A single micro channel channelcan be described as a
capacitor with a resistance of 1014 Ω and a typical capacity of 10−16 F [Wiz-79]. So
the recharge time for one channel can be estimated by τ = RC an is in the order of 1
to 10 ms. There also exists so called Extended Dynamic Range (EDR) micro channel
plates which are MCPs with a resistance of 10 MΩ instead of 100 MΩ. This decreases
the recharge time by a factor of ten and so their rate resistance is better within a factor
of 10.
3.3.5.1 Spatial Spread of the Electron Cloud
To estimate the number of excited channels in the second MCP by one channel in the
first MCP in dependence of the gap voltage and the gap distance the following model
can be used [Rog-82] (fig. [3.14]). The model is based on a classical acceleration de-
scription of the electrons in a constant electric field. Because of the small number of
about 104 electrons after the first MCP no space charge effects are expected to con-
tribute at this stage of the MCP-detector and will be therefore not considered [Rog-82].
The electrons that are released by a single channel in the first MCP have a tangential
ET and normal energy EN component of about EN = 50 eV and ET = 0.2 eV [Mar-80]
compared to the MCPs surface. The voltage UG across the gap with size dG accelerates
the electrons and also focus or defocus the electrons onto the second channel plate. The
transit time t of the electron can be calculated by
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Figure 3.14: Spatial spread of the electron cloud between two MCPs. Electrons are released by
a channel and spread into the transversal direction because of a transversal com-
ponent of their exit velocity at the exit. Assuming that the electric field between
both MCP surfaces is homogenous an analytical description for the influence of
the spacing and the applied electric field between the MCPs onto the spatial spread
of the electron cloud can be derived [Rog-82].
t =
v
a
(3.54)
with v the velocity and a the acceleration. In a good approximation the electrical field E
can be assumed to be homogenous. So the acceleration a of the electron can be written
as
a =
qE
me
=
eUG
medG
(3.55)
while the initial velocity vN of the electrons normal to the surface can be written as
vN =
√
2e
me
EN (3.56)
So the transit time is given by
t =
√
2me
e
[√
EN +UG−
√
UN
] L
UG
(3.57)
In this time the cloud spreads into the radial direction and reach the radius
r =
√
2eET
me
t (3.58)
So the total width of the cloud is assumed to be the sum of twice the radial spread and
the initial width that roughly corresponds to the channel diameter. The electron cloud
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width D is therefore given by
D = dC +4
[√
EN +UG−
√
UN
] L
UG
√
ET (3.59)
So the number of exited channels in the second MCP per channel in the first MCP is
given by
NExc =
(
dC +4[
√
EN +UG−
√
UN ] LUG
√
ET
)2
d2MCP
(3.60)
with dMCP being the channel diameter of the MCP.
3.3.5.2 Detection Efficiency for Secondary Electrons
To get a relation between the average number of created secondary electrons and the
detection efficiency of a micro channel plate a model described in [Brun-97] can be
used. A good approximation of the number distribution of secondary electrons created
in a collisional process with an average secondary electron number nSE is the Poisson
distribution [Has-98]. The probability distribution is given by
ρ = n
n
SE
n!
e−nSE (3.61)
while n is the number of electrons emitted. Assuming that only a detection is possible
if at least one electron is created the following probability is given
ρ = 1− e−nSE (3.62)
The finite detection efficiency εMCP caused by the finite channel area (OAR) of the MCP
still needs to be considered in eq. 3.62 The electrons are only detected if at least one
electron is created and hits into an active area of the MCP. So the detection efficiency
can be written as.
εMCP(nSE) = 1− e−nSE εMCP = 1− e−nSE OAR (3.63)
The detection efficiency starts to reach 100% at an average number of six electrons
(fig. [3.15]).
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Figure 3.15: Detection efficiency in dependence of the average secondary electron number.
Up to value of about 6 electrons the detection efficiency increases to 100%. Fur-
ther increase in the secondary electron number does not yield a higher detection
efficiency.
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Figure 3.16: Explanation of the gain procedure of a MCP. An incoming particle current is am-
plified by the first MCP and then further by the second MCP. The gain als depends
on the number of exited channels because more channels yield a higher gain. A
second fact is that the voltage between the MCPs also defines the average kinetic
energy an electron hits the second MCP. The total yield of secondary electrons
also depends on the energy of the imping particle and so the gain is tuned by this
value, too.
3.3.5.3 Saturation Effects in Micro Channel Plates
There are two points to consider in the dead time effect of micro channel plates. The
first parameter that limits the detection of particles at higher rates is the strip current
IS of the MCP and the second the finite number of channels. The strip current of the
MCP is the current flowing through the MCP supplied by the power supply. This cur-
rent supplies the excited channels with the charge necessary to recharge. So, if the
output current of the MCP reaches the order of the strip current not all channels can
be recharged effectively. This effect results in a decrease of gain because of having
less channels completely recharged [Shi-99]. So, the amplitudes of the signal drop and
eventually so that that the voltage signal vanishes in the noise. The geometrical ef-
fect caused by the finite number of channels is mostly important if the measurement
time is significantly shorter than the recharge time. Channels that are excited are not
able to recharge sufficiently in the time the next projectile will hit. So the channels get
somehow paralyzed and cumulatevly not respond anymore to incoming particles. It is
important to consider that one channel in the first MCP excites 10−100 channels in the
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second MCP so that the effective rate the MCP could take is less than the number of
channels in the first MCP. Therefore an effective channel number NE f f which depends
on the gap size dG and the voltage across UG the gap needs to be taken into account.
Therefore eq. 3.60 can be used.
To describe the gain and amplitude of a micro channel plate detector in dependence of
a constant incident particle rate the incoming current is given by
Iin = q f (3.64)
with q being the charge and f the rate of the incoming particles. The micro channel plate
multiplies the incoming current with the gain g (fig. [3.16]) which can be calculated by
g =
Iout
Iin
(3.65)
Assuming that the time intervals between successive events are poisson distributed and
taking into account that each channel recharges like an ideal capacitor with a typical
recharge time τ dependent just on the resistance and capacitance of the MCP [Sha-89],
the gain is given by
g =
g0
1+ f τ (3.66)
Equation 3.66 shows that the gain decreases at a specific rate because the channels can
not be recharged in time anymore. The dependence of the output current Iout is then
given by
IOut = gIin =
g0q f
1+ f τ (3.67)
The measured rate fexp in dependence of the real incident rate f has the same behavior
like the output current and can be written as
fexp = f1+ f τ (3.68)
To describe the behavior of a micro channel plate detector over a period of time a more
detailed description is necessary. A very detailed description of the derivation of the
equations can be found in [Giu-93]. In the further discussion only the basic assumptions
and the key features are presented.
The time dependence of the gain of a MCP can be described by model [Giu-93] that is
based on a dynode model of Eberhardt [Eb-79] [Eb-81]. This model is a more concep-
tional model that describes the MCP like a discrete dynode multiplier (fig. [3.17]). The
voltage between two dynodes is given by VD =VMCP/N where N is the dynode number.
After amplifying the signal at a dynode the voltage drops at the dynode about the value
V . So charge is extracted from the dynode but will be restored by the power supply.
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Figure 3.17: The circuit diagram of the recharge process of micro channel. An incoming cur-
rent causes a voltage drop VD over the capacity C which causes an outgoing cur-
rent i(n+1, t) that be transferred to the next dynode. The power supply recharges
the lost charge over the resistance R with the current iR. The incoming current
also partially recharges the system with the current i(n,t).
The relative change of the current at the (n+ 1)th dynode compared to the nth can be
written as
i(n+1, t)
i(n, t)
=
(
VD−V
VC
)k
(3.69)
in which VC and k are constants that describe the secondary emission.
The voltage drop on a dynode can be described by a simple model that is based on the
idea of recharging current processes. The voltage on a dynode with capacity C drops
about a value VD that causes an outgoing current. The missing charge is then recharged
by the power supply over the resistance R with the current iR. The incoming current
on the nth dynode also recharges the dynode with the incoming current i(n, t) while the
charge that is removed from the dynode carries away the current i(n+1, t). This effects
nett leads to a voltage drop about the value VD on the dynode capacity C.
C ∂∂ t [VD−V (n, t)] = iR(n, t)− i(n+1, t)+ i(n, t) (3.70)
Combining both equations 3.69 and 3.70 and solving it for the gain, an approxima-
tion to the differential equation can be made and a quantitative relation of the gain in
dependence of an incoming pulse of intensity I0 with length can be derived analytically.
g(t) = g0
(
1+ se−t(1+s)/RC
)
1+ s
(3.71)
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s is the so called saturation parameter that includes secondary emission constants, the
recharge time and more important the Intensity I0. So s is directly proportional to the
incident rate. Equation 3.71 already shows important features of the MCP at different
rates. The gain decays in first order exponentially with the time and gets into a quasi
static equilibrium after a specific time. At this time the recharging and excitation pro-
cess is in equilibrium. The higher the incoming rate the smaller the quasi static gain
gets. So the amplitudes decrease to smaller values for higher rates.
An also quite known feature of MCPs at high rates is the disturbance of the pulse height
distribution. The pulse height distribution is an abundance histogram of the measured
pulse amplitudes. In a typical used mode the pulse height distribution has a peaked
structure at a specific amplitude. This makes it easy to set a threshold that is used to
decide between real signals and artificial signals like noise. Typically the area under
the pulse height distribution is a measure of the detection efficiency. A known feature
at higher rates is that with decreasing the gain the pulse height distribution shifts to
smaller amplitudes and changes their shape [Giu-93], [Fras-92], [Fras-91]. This causes
more and more amplitudes to drop under the threshold and so the area under the pulse
height distribution drops which yields a drop of the detection efficiency.
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To verify simulation and optimize the time-of-flight detector and the micro channel
plate detector offline experiments were performed.
A time-of-flight detector identical to the one operating at the ESR was built in Gießen
to make it possible to test the detector and make modification to it without applying
for an expensive beam time. The projectiles used to penetrate the detector foil in the
experimental setup are α-particles with an emission energy of 5.48 MeV/u. Offline
tests concerning the optimization of the electron transport from the foil to the MCP are
performed. Therefore the electric and magnetic field is varied. The influence of the
foil thickness and coating on the ion detection efficiency is determined experimentally
and compared combining predictions for the secondary electron yield and the detection
efficiency of the MCP.
A special setup is built for testing the rate capability of the micro channel plate detector.
Therefore an electron beam with specific electron current is shot onto the detector. The
source is used in a DC-mode and a pulsed mode that allows to shoot short bunches
of electrons onto the MCP for some hundreds of microseconds. In both modes the
electron current is further increased until a break of the count rate is observed. For every
electron current different parameters like gain, outgoing current at the anode, pulse-
height distribution and count rate are registered. Different measurements are performed
while varying the distance and voltage between the MCPs.
4.1 Transmission Efficiency
Simulations of the electron transport from the foil to the MCP show that the transport
used previously is not ideal and a significant increase of the transmission efficiency
could be achieved easily. Therefore it is necessary to compare the behavior of simu-
lated transmission in dependence of the electrode potentials and the magnetic field with
experimental data.
The total detection efficiency εTot of the detector is given as the product of the trans-
mission probability εTr and the detection efficiency εD
εTot = εTrεD (4.1)
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Figure 4.1: Setup used for measuring the transmission probability of the secondary electrons
from the foil to the MCP. The foil is fully illuminated by the α-particles. So the
flux of the projectiles stays constant while variation of the electrode potentials and
the magnetic field yield a change in flux of electrons onto the MCP. The count rate
is measured by converting the MCP signal into a standard NIM signal using the
CFD that can be used by a NIM counter. For every different detector setting the
number of signals per time are counted.
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Detector setting U++ U− UMCP UFoil IMagnet
Previous 5200V −2000V −2700V −3400V 1.7A = 7.9mT
New 5000V −2700V −2700V −3400V 1.8A = 8.4mT
Table 4.1: Overview of electrode potentials and the magnetic flux of the old and optimized new
detector setting.
An ion hitting the foil produces the secondary electrons locally very focused around
the passage of the ions path. So the origin of multiple electrons is in first order the same
for a specific ion. Monte Carlo simulations show that electrons with different initial
kinetic energies but the same starting position finally have a spatial spread smaller than
1mm on the MCP.
The used α emitter is a 241Am source. The kinetic energy of the alpha particles is 5.486
MeV. The effective energy of the projectiles are slightly decreased by a 2 µm thick
steady steel foil that is wrapped around the source that causes the kinetic energy to drop
to 4.58 MeV.
The ion detection efficiency of the MCP detector is constant over the total area (fig. [4.7])
because it just depends on the open area ratio (OAR) and the average number of sec-
ondary electrons n¯SE imping on the micro channel plate detector. This shows that the
total detection efficiency is simply proportional to the transmission probability. To
measure the relative change of the transmission probability the count rate on the MCP
detectors are used. The relative change is measured by using counters that count the
incoming electron bunches on the MCP that correspond to an ion. The MCP signals are
prepared by a constant fraction discriminator (CFD) before leading them to counters to
make sure that the dynamic range of the voltage is decreased. Typical signal heights
of the MCP are in the range of 200 mV for an applied operation voltage of 1000 V per
MCP. The lowest adjustable CFD threshold of the used ORTEC 945 is about 40 mV.
No amplifiers are used because they significantly broadened the signal and produced
strong noise effects.
To make a comparison between simulation and experiment the MCP count rate for
the previous setting is normalized to the calculated transmission probability. For all
other settings the count rates simply scale. Experimental data is taken for two differ-
ent electrode voltages while varying the magnetic field. The error of the count rate
measurement is estimated by the maximum error of single measurements compared
to an average value and yields about 2%. The first electrode setting is a setting that
was used for many years because it has experimentally shown best timing properties
[Rad-94]. The second setting is found by an optimization of the transmission proba-
bility while keeping the time-of-flight width as small as possible using the simulations.
The comparison shows that the improved transmission probability expected from the
calculation can also be observed experimentally (fig. [4.3]). With the simulations is is
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the experimentally measured electron transmission probability with
simulated values for the old timing optimized electrode potentials. Typical esti-
mated experimental uncertainties are ±2 %.
possible to make useable predictions of the transmission probability for future develop-
ments. Therefore the transmission efficiency can be increased by almost a factor 2 in
simulation and experiment (fig. [4.3]).
Simulations also show that the influence of varying the initial kinetic energies of the
secondary electrons have no significant influence on the transmission probability. The
biggest uncertainty in this calculation seems to be the unknown initial spatial beam dis-
tribution of the α particles. But the knowledge of the exact initial distribution is not
very critical because the optimum point of transmission and timing only change their
absolute values while the relative optimum always stays the same. Only moving the
centroid of the initial spatial distribution significantly changes the transmission charac-
teristic. So, if the detector is optimized for a reasonable initial spatial distribution the
relative optimum is found. The optimum of transmission calculated is also tested for
the case of homogeneous illumination of the foils area. Therefore the found magnetic
field and voltages also yield the highest transmission efficiency.
The absolute increase of the transmission efficiency can be explained by considering
two main effects. The increase in magnetic field results in an increase of electrons imp-
ing on the MCP-detector. The higher magnetic field allows electrons that have a smaller
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the experimentally measured electron transmission probability with
simulated values for the new timing optimized electrode potentials. Typical esti-
mated experimental uncertainties are ±2 %.
distance to the MCP-detector still to be bent onto the active detection area of the MCP.
Furthermore the centroid of the final position distribution of the electrons match with
the position of the middle of the MCP-detector. The second important parameter is the
influence of the voltage U−. This is the voltage that is applied to the voltage divider and
also to the middle plain of the detector system. Changing this value to a more negative
value the electron beam can be focused onto the channel plate detector. The comparison
of the figures [4.3, 4.2] shows clearly the difference of the old and optimized setting.
So, using the new optimized setting not only the transmission efficiency is increased
but also the usage of the foils area. Calculations using a homogeneous spatial distribu-
tion of starting electrons yield a useable foil area of 38% (fig. [4.4]) for the previous
setting and 83% for the new setting (fig. [4.5]). Therefore a much higher coincidence
rate can be reached which could help in the detection of ion created signals in online
experiments.
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Figure 4.4: Visualization of the useable active foil area calculated with a Monte Carlo simula-
tion for the previous detector setting and an initial homogeneous spatial distribution
of the electrons on the foil. The red circle indicates the foil while the black area
shows inactive positions on the foil. If an electron is created in the black area it
will not be able to be transported to the MCP.
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Figure 4.5: Visualization of the useable active foil area calculated with a Monte Carlo simu-
lation for the new detector setting and an initial homogeneous spatial distribution
of the electrons on the foil. The red circle indicates the foil while the black area
shows inactive initial positions on the foil. If an electron is created in the black
area it will not be able to be transported to the MCP.
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4.2 Detection Efficiency
Another important process directly after the transport of the electrons to the MCP is the
detection of them. Therefore it is important which fraction of the incoming particles is
detected and therefore the detection efficiency. The conversion process from the pas-
sage of the ion through the foil, the release of an average number of electrons and the
detection of them on the micro channel can be summarized by measuring the ion de-
tection efficiency. In chapter 3.3.4.2 it is explained that the average number of emitted
electrons depends on the stopping power of the ions while the detection efficiency of
secondary electrons just depends on the open area ratio and the average number of sec-
ondary electrons. Measurement of the ion detection efficiency can be used to validate
the combined model of number of secondary electron theory and detection efficiency
of a MCP for application with the TOF-detector. To measure the detection efficiency
a Si-surface-barrier-detector is installed behind the foil to detect the α particles that
passed through the foil (fig. [4.6]). The estimated experimental error is estimated by
the maximum deviation of single measurements to an average detection efficiency and
is about 1 %. The Si-surface-barrier-detector is much smaller than the foil radius, just
about 5 mm in diameter. So, only α particles passing through a small area in the mid-
dle of the foil are detected by the Si-Detector. By just using a very small inner part
of the foil the transmission probability is 100% because for a somehow reasonable ad-
justment of the TOF-detector the transmission is only limited by effects concerning the
outer part of the foil. This is experimentally verified by variations of the electrode po-
tentials and the magnetic field (fig. [4.7]). Measuring the amount of signals N(α) on
the Si-detector compared to coincident signals N(α)∧N(MCP) of the Si-detector and
each MCP-detector N(MCP) for a fixed time one can get the detection efficiency eas-
ily. The detection efficiency for α particles with a kinetic energy of about 4.8 MeV/u is
assumed to be 100% for the Si-detector. The detection efficiency can be calculated by
εTot = εD =
dN(α)
dt ∧ dN(MCP)dt
dN(α)
dt
(4.2)
The ion detection efficiency is measured for different foils and by changing electrode
voltages and the magnetic field. The measurement by varying the magnetic field also
shows the independence of the detection efficiency on the position of the electrons hit-
ting the MCP (fig. [4.7]). The kinetic energy of the electrons imping on the MCP-
detector is sufficient to be used in the saturation region of the detection efficiency
(fig. [4.8]).
Typical measured ion detection efficiencies for carbon foils are in the range of 80%
for foils down to 8 µg/cm2. For smaller thickness the ion detection efficiency drops
because less electrons are created in the foil because the secondary electron cascade
can not develop completely. Creation of less electrons also implies the decrease of the
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Figure 4.6: Setup used for measuring the ion detection efficiency. Therefore the α particles are
detected by an Si-surface-barrier detector installed behind the detector foil. Using
a coincidence technique it is possible to measure the ion detection efficiency. It
should also be noted that the transmission probability is excluded in this measure-
ment. This is caused by the small active area of the Si-detector. Only projectiles
passing a small spot at the middle of the foil are contributing to signals on the
Si-detector. Therefore the signal created by the α particle and each of the MCP-
detector branches that detect the electrons are set into coincidence using a logical
AND-module of the company CAEN. By comparing the count rate of the detected
α particles and the coincident signals of the α particles and the MCP-detector the
total detection efficiency is determined.
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Figure 4.7: Ion detection efficiency measured in dependence of the magnets current. The graph
shows that the ion detection efficiency stays constant over a broad range of the MCP
surface. Changing the magnetic field yields a variation of the final position of the
electrons on the MCP in horizontal direction. Estimated experimental error is given
by ±1 %.
ion detection efficiency (eq. 4.3). In this work the ion detection efficiency of the CsI
coated foil with thickness of about 10 µg/cm2 of CsI is measured. All other values for
the detection efficiency of the CsI coated foils are converted from absolute secondary
electron yield data taken from D. Rosenauer [Ros-92] by converting the yield into ef-
ficiency using equation 3.63. All other measurements on the carbon targets are done
within this work.
The measurement of the CsI coated foil of thickness of 10 µg/cm2 shows that the
detection efficiency is just slightly increased compared to the pure carbon foils (fig.
[4.9]). But the coating was originally chosen to give a higher secondary electron yield
and therefore a higher detection efficiency because of CsI being an insulator.
It is important to know that in first order the inelastic mean free path of an electron
in a solid just depends on the band structure. Therefore the inelastic mean free path
is roughly divided into insulators, semi-conductors and metals. It is also known that
for different metals the inelastic mean free path is roughly the same [Vos-88]. That
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Figure 4.8: Ion detection efficiency measured in dependence of the foils voltage. The decrease
of the voltage changes the ion optics of the detector and so less ions are able to
hit on the MCP-detector. Changing the voltage on the foil the kinetic energy of
the electrons is changed and so the detection efficiency starts to drop for kinetic
energies less than 300 eV. It can be recognized that the foil voltage applied supports
sufficient kinetic energy to the electrons to run the MCP detector in a stable and
highest detection regime. Estimated experimental error is given by ±1 %.
means that the electrons travel the same distance in materials with different densities.
Because of using the mass density as thickness description of the foils, the density of
the material needs to be included.
Therefore metalic solids with different densities have the same length the electrons have
to travel [Pen-76]. But in the description of mass densities their length of migration is
different. Because of the higher density of the CsI compared to carbon the layer thick-
ness is much smaller which means that a thicker coating is needed to let the electron
cascade develop completely.
The second fact is that the inelastic mean free path is much bigger in insulators [Has-98],
[Low-04], [Ohy-04], [ICRU-99], [Shih-97]. If an electron is excited up to the conduc-
tion band or in a quasi continuum state the probability of collisions with other electrons
is much smaller than in a metalic solid. The inelastic mean free path of the electrons
is bigger and so the cascade also needs an additional length to develop. So, the satura-
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ρ [g/cm2] βδ λS [Å] λδ [Å] ∆[µg/cm2keV ]
CsI 4.51 0.2 50± 32(fitted) 1210± 775 (fitted) 85± 24(fitted)
C 1.65 0.2 19 460 7
Table 4.2: Overview of the used and fitted parameters for describing the change of detection
efficiency with the target thickness. The fitted diffusion length and the density of the
CsI coating is larger which yield a thicker material thickness for being in a saturation
region for the creation of secondary electrons.
tion thickness of the secondary electron yield for insulators an increased thickness than
for metals. The secondary electron yield for CsI at the saturation thickness is higher
because of the smaller barrier the electrons need to overcome and their larger inelastic
mean free path (chapter 3.3.4.1).
To describe the detection efficiency two equations are necessary. Combining equation
(3.51) and (3.63) the detection efficiency of a MCP is coupled to the thickness depen-
dence of the secondary electrons. So the detection efficiency is given by
εD = 1− exp
(
−εMCP
[
Λ
2−βδ
dE
dx
(
1−βδ e−x/(λδ ρ)− (1−βδ )e−x/(λSρ)
)])
(4.3)
The values which are necessary for carbon and the already fitted values for CsI are
given in table [4.2]. For the CsI target the same βδ = 0.2 is used while the diffusion
length and the proportional constant are expected to be different. The ratio of the diffu-
sion length for the fast and slow electrons for CsI are also taken the same like for carbon.
Therefore the free parameters are the proportional constant Λ and the slow electron dif-
fusion length λS that are determined by fitting equation 4.3 to the experimental values of
the thickness dependent detection efficiency for CsI using a least mean square routine.
The fitted diffusion length of electrons in CsI λS is about a factor 2.6 higher than for
carbon. Qualitatively this increase is in agreement with the empirical transport theory.
But for a pure CsI target experimental data from other authors yield a value of about
215Å [Low-04], [Hen-81]. So the fitted diffusion length seems to be underestimated.
Reasons could be that the combination of CsI-C layers with the ratio of 10− 20 for
each detector branch could yield an effective diffusion length. So the diffusion length
needs to be weigthened with this thickness and their different diffusion length of carbon
and CsI. Using the thickness layer ratio and the diffusion length for carbon of 19Å and
the expected value of CsI of 215Å an effective diffusion length of about 89Å can be
achieved. This value is already closer to our fitted value but still a little bit off. This
difference could have several reasons like solid state effects at the coupling surfaces
of the material or inhomogeneous thickness coverage of the foil with CsI. This last ef-
fect would yield that the cascade develops even more in the carbon layer which even
more decrease the diffusion length. Another uncertainty is the assumed density of the
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Figure 4.9: Measured detection efficiencies of different carbon foils and CsI coated carbon
foils with respect to their thickness. The blue line represents the expected thick-
ness behavior of a CsI foil using equation 4.3 and the corresponding values. The
black line represents the expected thickness behavior of a carbon target using equa-
tion 4.3 and the corresponding values. It can be noticed that a thicker coating of
CsI is necessary to reach an ion detection efficiency of about 100%. Estimated
experimental error is given by ±1 %.
evaporated CsI which is taken from solid crystalline structure. For evaporated CsI one
could guess that the density is also slightly decreased which causes the diffusion length
to be increased. The detailed description of this phenomena is out of the scope of this
work. Therefore the conclusion is that the effect of increased secondary electron yield
and diffusion length for the CsI covered foil can be qualitatively understood even the
absolute diffusion length is underestimated compared to other authors. A thicker layer
of CsI is needed to let the electron cascade develop fully which is in agreement with the
expectations of increased electron diffusion length in insulating solids. The ion detec-
tion efficiency for a coating of 10 µg/cm2 CsI is almost the same like for carbon. An
coating thickness of about 25 µg/cm2 of CsI is expected to give a detection efficiency
close to 100%. But the usage of this coating is not very straight forward because CsI
is very sensitive to heat and water [Schu-00]. The coating changes its local thickness
distribution because of these effects and could cause different local secondary electron
yields and so different detections efficiencies.
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Detector setting FWHM true SE
Previous 64ps
New 85ps
Table 4.3: Simulated standard deviation of the time-of-flight distribution for the previous and
the electron transport optimized setting.
4.3 Timing Estimations Using Simulations
An important parameter of the time-of-flight detector is the full- width-at-half-maximum
(FWHM) of the time-of-flight. It fundamentally limits the precision of the mass-
measurements. Because of technical issues it was up to now not possible to measure
the time-of-flight for each forward and backward branch with high precision. Therefore
the timing is discussed on the basics of the simulation and comparison to experimental
data based on the FWHM of the time-of-flight difference of coincident signals of the
forward and backward detector.
The time-of-flight is simulated using about 105 electrons within the program ITSIM
(fig. [4.10]). The initial spatial distribution is chosen to be homogeneous all over the
foil. Therefore the so calculated time-of-flight distributions can be understood as a
worst case timing calculations. It can be shown that the time-of-flight width at position
smaller than 15 mm radius of the foil is about 45ps that is in principle given by the
initial kinetic energy distribution. Only for outer radial position the time-of-flight starts
to deviate. In the outer region with radius larger than 15 mm the time-of-flight deviation
can additionally increase up to 20 ps FWHM.
The impact of incorporating more details out of the secondary electron spectra, the
Auger-electrons of about 250 eV of the KLL transition in carbon are additionally con-
sidered. Therefore a discrete electron energy abundance at 250 eV is created while
taking care that the abundance ratio of true secondary electrons to Auger electrons
is about 100:1 (fig. [3.12]). Considering the convoy electrons for the offline setup
which uses 4.8 MeV α-particles no significant increase of the time-of-flight width is
observed within the main peak in the time-of-flight spectra. Concerning the energy
of the α-particles the convoy electron energy is 625 eV. The calculated full-width at
half-maximum of the time-of-flight for the previous and new setting are given by figure
[4.3]. Increasing the maximum energy of the energy distribution of about 1 eV broad-
ens the time-of-flight FWHM about 12 ps. To compare the timing to the experimentally
measured values a more realistic initial kinetic energy distribution of the secondary
electrons needs to be known.
It should also be noted that the expected energy of the convoy electrons using ions
with 300-400 MeV/u exceeds the energy acceptance of the TOF-detector. Therefore
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Figure 4.10: Calculation of the ejection time using a Maxwell Boltzmann distribution with
EMax = 1.8 eV and the previous and new transport efficiency optimized setting.
The comparison of the calculation shows a slightly higher standard deviation of
the efficiency optimized setting of about 12ps.
the convoy electrons are so fast that they can not be bent onto the micro channel plate
detector.
The influence of the initial starting position on the time-of-flight for a foil that is not
totally flat and yields a change of 3 ps in the FWHM by a change of the position in
z-direction by 1 mm. Therefore the effect can be neglected. Offline measurements for
the previous detector setting show that the FWHM of coincident signals created by the
forward and backward detector are 134 ps by using an aperture that illuminates the
foil area completely [Rad-94]. For the measurements two constant fraction discrimina-
tors are used to process the timing measurement. Tests show that each channel of the
Constant fraction discriminator have a standard deviation of about ∆tCFD = 28 ps that is
mainly caused by the amplitude-walk effect. From the calculation and by assuming that
both time-of-flight processes of each branches are independent a standard deviation of
σCoin =
√
2(∆tTOF)2+2(∆tCFD)2 = 48 ps is expected with the standard deviation for
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the time-of-flight for the previous setting given by ∆tCFD = 28 ps. So, the calculated
FWHM is about FWHMCoin = 112 ps. Therefore it seams that there could be more ef-
fects that increase the experimentally measured width which are still not considered. An
online-analysis based on a software CFD reduces the timing jitter caused by electronic
problems. With this method it was possible to measure a coincident FWHM of about
139 ps [Knoe-08] to 155 ps [Mat-04]. This values are in very good agreement with
the offline measured coincident times (FWHM) and in reasonable agreement with the
calculation. To improve the timing calculation an experimentally measured secondary
electron spectra could be used.
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4.4 Rate Capability of the MCP Detector
To test the rate capability of the MCP detector two different experimental concepts are
used. The first measurement concept involves using a constant DC current of electrons
hitting on the micro channel plate. For the second test the electron current of the source
is pulsed so that only a electron bunch hits in a specific time interval of 500 µ s. This
measurement method is similar to the process in the ESR where the ions just revolve for
some hundreds of micro seconds. Similar experiments on standard MCPs were already
done by other groups [Coe-06].
Using both methods it is possible to see how the MCP-detector behaves in a quasi static
case and how the parameters of the MCP-detector develop over time for a short inten-
sive bunch. To see the influence of varying different properties on the MCP detector
the distance between the MCPs and the voltage over the gap is changed. The model
description in chapter 3.8.1 implies that the gap distance and gap voltage could be re-
sponsible for variation of the rate capability of the MCP-detector. So, to measure and
optimize the rate capability the parameters are varied.
For this experiment an own setup was built. The setup includes an electron impact
source that is used to create and direct the electrons onto the MCP detector. After the
electron impact source a drift tube is installed to prevent the electrons to be driven to
the grounded wall. On the end of the tube the MCP detector is installed that detects the
electrons. The creation of the electrons is done by heating up a tantalum wire by apply-
ing a current in the order of 1.8 to 3 A. The number of electrons created by the heating
process is assumed to be exponentially proportional to the applied heating current. The
creation of the electrons by heating the tantalum wire is statistically distributed. So it is
a good assumption that the electrons that are directed from the wire onto the MCP are
not hitting simultaneously. So its assumed that the setup works with single electrons
that hit onto the micro channel plate detector.
Typical average kinetic energies of electrons in the TOF-detector are 700 eV therefore
the same kinetic energy is used in the MCP-test setup. The average kinetic energy with
which the electrons hit the MCP-detector is fixed by the voltage difference between the
source and the MCP. An overview of the typically applied voltages is given in table 7.2.
4.4.1 MCP with Source in DC Mode
For the measurement a blind with a diameter of 15 mm is used to get a more homoge-
neously local distribution on the MCP-detector. So to determine the dead time values
for the total useable detection area of the MCP the rate at which dead time effects occur
needs to be extrapolated to 40 mm. Measurements with the full foil diameter of 40 mm
show agreement with the extrapolation of the critical electron rate.
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In the DC mode the electron current is changed while for every settings the parameters
of counts per time, current on the MCP anode and the pulse height distribution are
taken (fig. [4.11]). The electron current is simply changed by increasing the heating
current on the tantalum wire. The counts per time are measured by using a CFD of
the company Canberra and a counter that counts the pulses for about 1 minute. The
output current can be measured with an electrometer while the pulse height distribution
can be measured by using a 1 GHz oscilloscope of the company LeCroy. The scope
triggers on the MCP signal and measures the amplitude of the maximum of the signal
and creates a histogram of it that can be saved on the hard disc of the scope for every
setting. The error of the count rate and the MCPs output current are estimated by the
deviation of single to the average value of multiple measurements. The error of the gain
is calculated by the error-propagation using the errors of the count rate and the output
current.
For low count rates the electron current shows exactly an exponential behavior in de-
pendence of the heating current while for higher currents the behavior broke down. It is
simply caused by dead time effects of the MCP-detector. So to extrapolate the electron
current for higher rates a least mean square fit to the lower count rates is used. The
heating current behavior is fitted with an exponential curve. After the determination
of the fit parameters it is possible to extrapolate the real incident electron current for
higher heating currents. The maximum detection efficiency for this setup is limited by
the open-area-ratio of the MCP which yields 60% and needs to be considered for the
determination of the real electron rate. The limitation of 60% in this setup is caused by
the fact that only uncorrelated single electrons hit onto the MCP.
The experiments show that the effect of decreasing gain starts at a value of about 105
Hz to 106 Hz dependent on the distance of the MCPs dG and the gap voltage UG (fig.
[4.12]). The first effect that can be seen is a deviation of the output current linearity
from the input current that already shows the decrease of the gain (fig. [4.13]). So the
pulse height distribution shifts to smaller amplitudes and changes the shape to a none
peaked histogram (fig. [4.14]). As long as the threshold of the CFD is small enough,
no decrease in the count rate linearity is observed. But as soon as the distribution drops
to amplitude values similar to the noise level the detection efficiency decreases signif-
icantly. A limiting factor is the total output current of the MCP. If the output current
reaches roughly 10% of the strip current dead time effect start because the power supply
is not able to recharge all channels. The other effect is a more geometrical effect that
should be dominant for operation of the MCP with times shorter than the recharge time.
If a channel is excited more than two times without being able to recharge completely,
the gain also drops [Fras-91]. Fixing the voltage and varying the gap size the geo-
metrical spread of the electron cloud hitting on the second channel is changed mainly.
Increasing the distance more channels are excited what results in a higher gain and so in
higher amplitudes. Fixing the distance and changing the voltage the spread of the elec-
tron cloud is changed and also the kinetic energy of the electrons that hit on the channel
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Figure 4.11: Setup for measuring characteristic properties of a MCP in defence of a constant
dc particle flux. The electrons are created applying a current to the tantalum wire
that creates electrons. By applying reasonable voltages to the other electrodes and
lenses an electron beam can be lead through the grid and the pipe onto the MCP.
The pipe is set to the same voltage of the first MCPs surface to prevent significant
beam widening because of the close vacuum chamber surface. To increase the
beam intensity a higher heating current is applied. Different parameters as the
count rate of the electrons coming from the source, the MCP output current and
the pulse height distribution for different electron fluxes are measured.
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Figure 4.12: Electron rate dependency of the output current of the MCP for a gap voltage of
200 V and 2 mm distance like the MCP detector is used in the current TOF-
detector. The output current linearity shows a linear relationship up to a point
where less gain is supported from the MCP. This effect is caused by the finite
recharge time of the channels. The yellow line indicates the rate at which a
shift of the pulse height distribution occurs while the red line indicates the rate
at which the pulse height distribution is not peaked anymore. From the spatial
spread model, using eq. 3.60 it is calculated that N channels are excited in the
second MCP. This value was used in conjunction with eq. 3.67 to make a least
mean square fit for the recharge time of a micro channel (red curve).
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Figure 4.13: Electron rate dependency of the gain of the MCP for a gap voltage of 200 V and
2 mm distance like the MCP detector is used in the current TOF-detector. The
detectors gain is calculated by the ratio of the output current and the input current
gathered from the count rate measurement. The gain stays constant up to a specific
rate. Then the gain starts to drop because of the finite recharge time of the micro
channels. The gain is fitted using eq. 3.66 (black curve). While the position of the
yellow line indicates the rate at which a change of the pulse-height distribution
starts, the red line indicates the rate at which the pulse-height distribution changes
to an exponential.
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Figure 4.14: Development of the pulse height distribution for different electron input rates and
a gap distance of 2 mm and voltage of about 200 V. The histogram clearly shows
the influence of the decrease in gain onto the phd. While for low rate the pulse
height distribution stays at the same position and is peaked for higher input rates
the phd shifts to lower amplitudes and at the end lose their peaked structure. This
effect is caused by the nonlinear relation of the gain at higher rates which causes
the amplitudes to drop and the loss of the charge saturation process which causes
the peaked structure of the phd.
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plate. Typical recharge times for one channel, extracted from the measurements, are in
the same order of ms like expected from the RC recharge model [Wiz-79].
4.4.2 Source in Pulsed Mode
To experimentally simulate the impact of a short electron bunch onto the MCP the
electron source is used in a pulsed mode (fig. [4.15]). Therefore the repeller of the
source is used.
The pulser is supported by a TTL-signal with pulse length of 500µs and a repetition
frequency of 1 s. The repetition is chosen to be 1 s to make sure that the MCP is
recharged before the next pulse of electrons arrives. The pulser is supported by two
different voltages. The pulser switches in dependence of the TTL signal to one or the
other channel. So it is possible to “close” and “open” the source. The MCP signals
are saved by a 1 GHz scope of the company LeCroy while the trigger on the scope
is set to the TTL-signal. The spectra for every shot are saved and analyzed later on.
Changing the heating current the incoming electron number is changed like for the DC-
mode. For low rates the amplitude-time spectra show no time dependency while for
higher rates dead time effects cause the amplitude to drop with increasing time to an
quasi static lower value (fig. [4.16]). The real incoming rate is determined by counting
the number of peaks within the 500 µs for low rates. Taking care that only 60% are
detected the real incoming rate can be determined. For higher rates the current deviates
again from the exponential law like in the DC mode and the real incident rate needs to
be extrapolated again. Another problem of specifying the exact electron rate is the time
dependency of the efficiency. Because of the drop over time the real electron rate could
be underestimated.
The gain and amplitude is expected to drop exponentially in first order equation 3.71.
So to get a more detailed description of the detectors behavior the amplitude decay over
time is fitted with an exponential curve of the form:
A(t) = y0+Be−
x
τ (4.4)
Measurements show that the slope of the decay increases (fig. [4.19]) with higher rates
while the quasi static amplitude decreases (fig. [4.20]) as expected from eq. 3.71.
To examine the development over time of the detection efficiency the area of the pulse
height distribution is used. The abundance of the pulse height distribution is normalized
to 1 at the location of the maximum. For non-peaked distributions the normalization
could not be very accurate because the maximum is not present anymore or vanished
in the noise so the area could be overestimated for this curves. The area under the
curve for 0 to 10 µs is fixed to the detection efficiency of about 60%. The detection
efficiency shows in first order the same decay constant τ for the specific rates (fig.
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Figure 4.15: Setup for measuring characteristic properties of a MCP in presence of a short
electron bunch. Therefore the same voltages of each electrodes as in the DC
mode are used. The only difference is that the voltage repeller is operated by a
pulser. The pulser switches the voltages of the repeller depending on the applied
TTL-signal. The two voltages are chosen in that way that one voltage does not
allow electrons to hit the MCP while the other voltage is at the right voltage so
that the electron can hit the MCP-detector. A typical time length of the pulse
is 500 µs while the repetition rate is set to 1 s to allow all the channels to be
recharged after each electron bunch.
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Figure 4.16: Time development of the average signal amplitude during the electron bunch.
Therefore the voltage between the MCPs was about 480 V. It shows clearly the
expected exponential decay of the amplitude down to a quasi static value. This
effect is caused by the exponential decrease of the gain. The error of the average
amplitude is simply given by the statistical variation of the amplitude.
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Figure 4.17: Time development of the detection efficiency during the electron bunch. The
detection efficiency is calculated by identifying the area under the normalized
pulse height distributions. The calculated area for the first time windows is then
normalized to be 60%.
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Figure 4.18: Time development of the pulse height distribution during the electron bunch. The
development over time shows clearly the shift of the phd to lower amplitudes
and the disappearing of the peaked structure. It can be seen that while the gain
decreases more and more signal disappears in the noise and that the pulse height
distribution changes back to a quasi exponential distribution that leads to a lot of
small signals. This effect leads in the end to a decrease of detectable signals and
so to a decrease of the detection efficiency which is given by the area under the
curves.
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Figure 4.19: Summary of the exponentially fitted decay constants of the temporal development
of the amplitudes for different rates, gap distances and gap voltages. The decay
constants show all the same trend. The decay constants decrease with increasing
input rate which means a faster amplitude, gain and so efficiency decrease for
higher rates. While the increase of the gap voltage on the decay constant is clearly
seen the influence of the gap distance can not be seen clearly. It seems that a
higher voltage focusses the electrons from the first MCP more onto a smaller
area on the second MCP what yields less excited channels. This effect causes a
higher rate capability of the MCP because more channels per shot are available in
the average. The error is estimated by the maximum deviation of a single decay
constant compared to the average value.
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Figure 4.20: Summary of the overall averaged amplitude of a spectra for different rates, gap
distances and gap voltages. Because of the decrease in gain for high rates it can
be seen that the average amplitude and so the detection efficiency also decreases.
The error is estimated by the maximum deviation of a single average amplitude
compared to the average value.
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[4.17]) compared to the decay of the amplitudes. So the time dependent detection
efficiency of the micro channel plate detector and for one electron can be written as
εD,1e−(t) = (ε0− ε∞)e−
t
τ + ε∞ (4.5)
while ε0 = OAR = 0.6 is the efficiency and equal to the open-area-ratio of the MCP.
If recharging and excitation of channels are in equilibrium the quasi-static efficiency is
given by ε∞ and is dependent on the incoming rate.
The gap distance as also the voltage between the MCPs is varied. The influence of
the gap voltage UG onto the rate capability shows a dramatic change in the behavior
(fig. [4.19]). The slope of the decay is slower for higher voltages. This could be
understood in a geometrical way. For higher voltages less channels are excited because
of less spread of the electron cloud eq. 3.60. So in the average the MCP can be more
resistant to higher rates. The limitation in the pulsed mode for low charged particle
with low projectile number should be mainly limited by the geometrical effect and not
by the strip current limitation. During the measurement time of 500 µs no significant
current compared to the strip current flows out of the MCP. Let us assume 10 electrons
hitting on the MCP detector that is operated with a gain of 108 while the bunch length
is 400 µs. The output current is equal to 0.4 µA. A typical resistance for an EDR MCP
is in the order of 20 MΩ with a typical operation voltage of 1000 V. Then the strip
current is about 67 µA. An effect of the output current would be expected at an output
current of 6.7 µA which is still a factor of roughly 16 away. So, by decreasing the
distance between the MCPs one should win in rate resistance. But this effect could not
clearly be observed. A decrease of the channel diameter of the MCPs itself could yield
higher rate resistance and therefore a less time dependent efficiency for exotic mass
measurement. Therefore the advise is to increase the gap voltage up to 480 V to get a
higher gain and so a better peaked pulse height distribution but exciting less channels.
The gap distance could be decreased down to 1 mm but further decrease did not show
a significant improvement.
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Beam
From offline experiments the importance of the secondary electron creation transport,
detection efficiency and rate capability is shown. The electron transport and the detec-
tion efficiency can be quantitatively understood using simulations and experiments. To
verify that no additional important effects occur in online-measurements with the ESR
an experiment is performed.
A stable bare Ni-beam is chosen as projectile to have no additional decay branches. A
beam of exotic nuclides and the decay of them could otherwise lead to an additional
time dependency of the results. Therefore a 64Ni26+ beam is accelerated up to 11.31
MeV/u in the LINAC and injected into the SIS. The SIS accelerates the beam further up
to 497.8 MeV/u and ejects the bunch onto the SEETRAM [Jur-02] that is used to strip
the remaining electrons from the nuclides. The bare Ni nuclides are then transferred
through the FRS into the ESR with a kinetic energy of 372 MeV/u.
To ensure that the voltages on the electrodes, the foil and the MCP detector and the
magnetic field of the detector can be changed without shutting down the beam each
time, a remote control based on the LABVIEW software was developed (fig. [5.1]).
Using the remote control the voltages on the detector and the magnetic field strength
of the TOFs dipole can be changed without entering the ESR-hall. The data is stored
by two oscilloscopes simultaneously to make sure that the data is saved even if there
occurs a problem with one of them. The trigger of the scopes for starting the measure-
ment cycle is chosen to be the injection trigger of the ESR. So, every time a shot is
inserted the scopes saves a spectra with length of about 400µs. The first online tests
are tests concerning the transmission probability of the electrons from the foil to the
MCP. Therefore two different settings of the electrode voltages are used and the mag-
netic current on the dipole is changed from 1.6 A to 2.0 A. The both electrode voltage
settings are exactly the same that are tested offline and discussed in chapter 4.1. For
every detector setting about 10 shots are taken to get a better statistics.
Another test includes the behavior of the spectra by injecting a higher particle number
and to see if the expected behavior described in chapter 4.4 can be verified.
And at last a pulser is used to be able to activate the detector at a specific time after the
ions already made some turns in the ring. This experiment can support the interpretation
of the finite recharge time of the micro channels in the plate.
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Figure 5.1: Setup used to measure the ions revolution spectra in the isochronous mode of the
ESR. The signals of the MCP detectors are transferred to an oscilloscope that sam-
ples each spectra and saves it to a hard disk. The scope can be operated from
the beam controll room (HKR) and so the data taking can be controlled. For the
measurement of spectra using different electrode voltages and magnetic currents a
remote control is installed in the ESR-hall to make it possible to change the param-
eter of the detector directly without entering the ESR.
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The first test of the detector is done using the standard electrode potentials of the de-
tector while varying the magnetic field. A second test is done using the optimized
potentials from the offline test and simulations while also varying the magnetic current.
So for every potential and magnetic field setting 10 particle bunches are injected. For
every setting 10 spectra are taken.
The data analysis is done offline by using Origin 7.0 [Orig] and home-written C++
scripts [Chen-07]. Typically every spectra is loaded into Origin and every peak created
by the MCP is analyzed concerning the maximum amplitude and the time location of
the peaks maximum. So after analyzing each spectra in dependence of the number of
found signals a list of all the found signals including their amplitude and time-positions
is created. The so analyzed data is averaged over each setting concerning the number
of found peaks for every MCP detector. The error of the found number of peaks per
setting is given by the standard deviation of the measurement.
The number of coincident signals in the forward and backward direction is also ana-
lyzed by using a script [Chen-07]. The script calculates the time difference between
all forward and backward peaks. To get a reasonable time window to define coincident
signals the window is varied while observing the number of found coincidences. The
number of coincidences grow with increasing time window up to a region where it stays
almost constant for longer time windows. The window width starts to get stable at a
width of about 1.5 ns. Therefore a difference of 2 ns is chosen as window. This value
seems to be reasonable because the typical FWHM of the micro channel plate peaks is
about 1.5 ns.
The expected optimum of the magnetic field setting at I=1.8 A shows for each of the
electrode settings a maximum of coincidences like expected from the offline analysis
(fig. [5.2, 5.3]). The increase of coincidences at the magnetic current of 1.8 compared
to the previous magnetic current setting of 1.7 A is a factor of 1.84. The average count
number per setting seems to reach a plateau or to drop slightly again after reaching
1.8 A for every MCP detector. This can be explained by assuming that the beam is
not adjusted very precisely to the middle. Assuming that the centroid is positioned on
one half of the detector foil the simulation shows qualitatively reasonable agreement
(fig. [7.5, 7.6]). Within the error bars it can not be seen a systematic improvement
by using the new electrode voltage setting but a significant increase can be noticed
applying the higher expected magnetic field of 1.8 A to the dipole.
The development over time of the difference of the detected ion number in forward
and backward direction shows that using the new setting the standard deviation around
the zero line is reduced slightly while the average value of difference in forward and
backward direction is four times smaller than for the previous setting (fig. [5.4]). This
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Figure 5.2: Average number of found signals per shot and coincidences in dependence of the
magnetic current for the previous electrode voltage setting.
shows already that the transport of the ions in forward and backward direction is better
adjusted using the new setting. For the previous setting it also looks like the difference
needs a higher order correction to be described. The mean value seems to vary in a
special way that could point to a systematical error that is introduced. A systematic
error should be observed because of the asymmetric usage of the foil area. Another
important parameter that can be extracted from the spectra is the average number of
ions that are injected into the ring for each setting. To analyze the spectra for the ion
number per shot in the ring the programm m-trace [Sta-02] can be used. The programm
is already in use for most of the online analysis concerning the mass measurements.
The program determines the equidistant sequences in time for the whole spectra. The
program typically starts the analysis at the end of the spectra and analyze back to the
beginning of the spectra. Using a least mean square routine the signals are assigned to
an individual ion.
The number of sequences found are equal to the number of ions in the ring. The pro-
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Figure 5.3: Average number of found signals and coincidences per shot in dependence of the
magnetic current for the new electrode voltage setting.
gram does not need to have a signal every turn for a specific ions. It is also able to
compensate for this effect. So, the number of ions detected with this program is free of
the detection and transmission efficiency of the detector and yield the real ion number
in the ring. Typical ion number found for the transmission test are about 14 to 20 ions
per shot. The analysis of the spectra is typically cut down to 10 turns because of a lot
of overlapping signal peaks in the beginning that are extremely hard to analyze. So
all ion numbers calculated are the ion numbers that are still in the ring after 10 turns.
This overlap of signals is caused by many ions in the beginning that are not all moving
isochronously and will drop out of the ESRs acceptance after some turns.
At each spectra the decay of the amplitude over time can also be clearly seen (fig. [5.5]).
The order of the decay constant for each spectra is in the order of about 40 turns (ta-
ble [7.1]). The rate that is effectively seen by the channel plates detector depends on
multiple factors. The effective incident rate on the micro channel plate detector can be
calculated by
fE f f = fRingNIonn¯SE (5.1)
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Figure 5.4: Difference of the detected ion number in forward and backward direction. The
optimized setting shows a decreased scattering around a mean value of−0.00437±
0.0468 while the previous setting has a mean value of −0.01832±0.0939
.
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Figure 5.5: Development of the average signal amplitude over the measurement time of one
shot. Therefore the amplitude development of the new optimized electrode and
magnet setting is used. The same exponential decay of the amplitude can be clearly
seen that is expected from the offline tests (chapter 4.4).
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Figure 5.6: Time development of the average amplitude for the previous electrode and mag-
netic setting but at higher intensity of about 20 ions. It shows the expected faster
decay of the amplitude down to an even smaller quasi static amplitude. This effect
shows clear evidence of allocating it to a dead time effect of the MCP detector.
while fRing = 2 MHz is the ions revolution frequency, NIon the ion number per shot
in the ring and n¯SE the average created number of secondary electrons per ion. For a
typical number of 14 ions and an average secondary electron number of 3.6 per ion
the effective frequency is about 100 MHz. Increasing the ion number per injection the
decay slope of the amplitude increases like expected from the offline experiments (fig.
[5.6]). Not only the amplitudes decay faster but also the amplitudes saturation values
decrease further so that in the end the amplitudes are even closer to the noise level.
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Figure 5.7: Development of the average number of signals found at each turn over the total
measurement time and the new voltage and magnet setting of I = 1.8 A. The black
curve represents the forward branch of the TOF-detector while the red curve repre-
sents the backward branch. A simultaneous drop of both detector branches is seen
which yields a symmetric usage of the detector foil.
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Figure 5.8: Development of the average number of signals found at each turn over the total
measurement time and the previous voltage and magnet setting I = 1.7 A. The
black curve represents the forward branch of the TOF-detector while the red curve
represents the backward branch. It can be clearly noticed that in the average the
black detector branch stop to register signal earlier than the red one. This effect is
caused by a asymmetric usage of the foil.
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Before the problem of efficiency decay over time caused by the finite recharge time of
the MCP was known the effect of amplitude dropping was attributed to too many ions
injected in the beginning of the measurement. Typically the non-isochronous ions in
the beginning just revolve 1 to 8 turns and are lost. So the idea to prevent the high
amplitudes and so the decay in the beginning was to switch of the MCP detector and
switch it on after the unstable ions are already dropped out. This procedure could save
necessary channels for ions that are moving isochronously.
So to further verify the decay of the amplitude caused by the finite recharge time this
concept is tested. Therefore not the MCP detector is switched on or off but rather the
foil voltage. Decreasing the foils voltage to a value smaller than the MCPs first surface
voltage almost no electron can fly to the MCP detector. Only electrons with high kinetic
energies are able to be bent onto the MCP but this number should be minor. The foils
voltage is raised to the normal operation value by the same pulser that is used for the
pulsing of the electrons source of the MCP test setup. Therefore the pulser lowers the
voltage on the foil by getting the ESR injection trigger and raises the voltage to the
normal value after 125 µs.
The spectra taken with the pulser shows the same behavior of the amplitude decay like
the non pulsed (fig. [5.9]). This experiment again verifies the assumption of dead
time effects of the MCP. Increasing the number of injected ions into the ring a more
pronounced decay of the amplitudes can be observed (fig. [7.8]). This effect shows
the expected behavior of the micro channel plate at higher rates too (eq. 3.71). A
higher particle flux yields a more pronounced dead time effect. So the problem of
decreasing gain, amplitude and detection efficiency can be definitely addressed to the
finite recharge time of the MCP and not to the more or less non-isochronous particles
in the first turns. So the idea of using a pulser can be rejected because if there is no
interest in the first few turns they can be simply taken out of the analysis afterwards
what has ben already done.
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Figure 5.9: Original spectra taken by using the pulsed mode of the foil. The spectra shows
again the decay of amplitudes over time even after already losing most of the ions
moving on non-isochronous trajectories. So the amplitude decay can only be ad-
dressed to the dead time effect of the MCPs.
5.3 Survival Probability of Ni-Ions in the ESR
To compare the combination of the effects of the detection efficiency and the ion move-
ment in the ring to the experimental data the development over time of the number of
detected ions is used. It is discussed using the experimental data of the new optimized
detector setting because this setting should yield the best description because almost
the total foil aperture is used. The development over time of the number of detected
ions in dependence of the different electrode potentials and the magnetic field can be
found in fig. [7.7]. Using a setting that does not use most of the foils area or will be
even asymmetric for both branches will not yield reasonable results. The number of
found peaks are sorted time resolved. So it is possible to create a curve that shows
the average number of peaks found per turn. In chapter 3.2.5.1 a Monte Carlo code is
used to calculate the ion survival probability for a specific number of ions in the ring.
This calculated curve is normalized to the real ion number that is calculated by the pro-
gramm m-trace. So the theoretical curve NMC is normalized to 14.3 ions at turn number
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10. Turn number of 10 is chosen because m-trace calculated just down to 10 turns.
Comparing both curves it can be seen that the experimental curve starts to drop much
earlier than the expected curve. This effect can be explained by the exponential drop of
the detection efficiency. So the expected number of detected ions NDetected including a
finite time dependent detection efficiency caused by the MCPs can be written as
NDetected(t) = NMonteCarlo(t)εDetection(t) = NMonteCarlo(t)(1− eεMCP(t)n¯SE )εTr (5.2)
The average number of secondary electrons n¯SE does not change over the turn number
but the detection efficiency εMCP(t)of the MCP changes from 60% to about 10% as it
can be seen from offline experiments for a rate of about 100 MHz (fig. [4.17]). From
the offline data the detection efficiency of the micro channel plate detector at this rate
is given by
εMCP(t) = 0.5e−
t
τ +0.1 (5.3)
while τ is taken from the offline experiments and is about 44.2 turns for this rate tab.
[4.19]. The transmission probability is assumed to be 100%. The influence of the
transmission probability starts to play a role for higher turn number where ions pass
through positions of the foil that are more sensitive to initial conditions. This effect
starts to play a significant role at about 1000 turns what corresponding to about 15 mm
of beam shifting caused by the energy loss [Wei-07].
It can be noticed that by including all these factors a reasonable agreement with the
experimental data can be found (fig. [5.11, 5.10]). To compare the time evolution
of the coincidence signals one needs to take into consideration that the transmission
probability of the electrons is just about εCoinTr = 70%. This value is also found by
using the Monte Carlo simulation. Therefore only electrons that originated from one
point of the foil and can be transported in forward and backward direction onto the
MCP detectors are counted as valid. Assuming that each branch is independent from
each other the coincidences can be written as
NCoin,Detected(t) = NMonteCarlo(1− eεMCP(t)n¯SE )2εCoinTr (5.4)
The description of the coincidence seems not to be as good as the description of each
single detector over the total time (fig. [5.12]). But it needs to be taken into account that
the particle trajectories have also a systematic average movement that is not included
in the time dependency. The coincidences are more sensitive to local variations on the
foil and could cause a more significant effect even for higher turn numbers. It should
also be noted that in principle the incident rate on the MCP-detector is not constant
over time because of the ion losses over time and so the influence of this effect is not
considered.
The errors of the calculation are estimated in dependence of the uncertainty of ε0, the
error of ε∞, the error of τ and the uncertainty of the average created secondary electron
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Figure 5.10: Temporal development of the average ion number over one shot for the new op-
timized detector setting of forward released electrons. The calculated survival
probability at 10 turns is scaled to the calculated ion number (N = 14) using the
m-trace programm. The black curve represents the expected ion survival prob-
ability just for including ion optical effects and the energy loss in the foil. The
red circles represent the expected performance including the dead time effects of
the MCP (eq. 5.2). The green points are the average signals found per turn and
therefore represent the measured number of detected ions. The blue line shows
the time development of the detection efficiency of the MCP (eq. 5.3).
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Figure 5.11: Temporal development of the average ion number over one shot for the new op-
timized detector setting of backward released electrons. The calculated survival
probability at 10 turns is scaled to the calculated ion number (N = 14) using the
m-trace programm. The black curve represents the expected ion survival prob-
ability just for including ion optical effects and the energy loss in the foil. The
red circles represent the expected performance including the dead time effects of
the MCP (eq. 5.2). The green points are the average signals found per turn and
therefore represent the measured number of detected ions.
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Figure 5.12: Temporal development of the average ion number detected in coincidence over
one shot for the new optimized detector setting. The calculated survival probabil-
ity at 10 turns is scaled to the calculated ion number (N = 14) using the m-trace
programm and the effective area of 70% that can be just used to create coinci-
dences. The black curve represents the assumption of having a detector with-
out dead time effects while the red circles represents the expected performance
including the dead time effects of both MCPs. The green points are the coinci-
dences found per turn and therefore represent the measured detected ion number
in coincidence. The blue line shows the time development of the coincidence
detection efficiency of both MCPs which is given by the square of the single de-
tection efficiencies of the MCPS (eq. 5.3).
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number nSE . So the error is generally calculated by using
NDetected(t) = NMonteCarlo(t)(1− e[(ε0−ε∞)e
− tτ +ε∞]n¯SE ) (5.5)
and so
(∆NDetected(t))2 =
(∂NDetected(t)
∂ε0
∆ε0
)2
+
(∂NDetected(t)
∂ε∞
∆ε∞
)2
+
(∂NDetected(t)
∂τ ∆τ
)2
+
(∂NDetected(t)
∂nSE
∆nSE
)2 (5.6)
It is assumed that the Monte Carlo calculation of the ion survival probability has a
neglible error. For the error calculation the following errors for the dependent parame-
ters are chosen: ∆ε0 = 5%, ∆ε∞ = 5%, ∆τ = 10 s and ∆nSE = 1.8.
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6 Outlook
The precision of isochronous mass measurements depends on the timing performance
of the detector. Significant improvements of the detector could include the timing op-
timization while keeping the transmission efficiency as high as possible. The primary
goal is to be able to detect the ion time it passes the foil.
Simulations already show that the influence of the initial conditions of the secondary
electrons are critical for the timing but not for the transmission efficiency. Therefore,
the measurement of the secondary electron spectra of the used foils and incorporation
into the simulation could yield more precise timing information.
To be able to store the ions for a longer time in the ring the usage of carbon foils with
thickness down to 10 µg/cm2 is preferred. The secondary electron yield is saturated
for a thickness of about 10 µg/cm2. An increase of survival probability for a larger
number of turns in the ring (fig. [6.1]) can be achieved. The position where the ion
survival probability drops is proportional to the total energy loss of the ions in the foil
within an accuracy of 10%. For the carbon foil of 20 µg/cm2 coated with the same
thickness of CsI on both sides the energy loss is 75 keV per passage while for pure
carbon with thickness 20 µg/cm2 the energy loss is only 45 keV. The energy loss for
this two cases differs by a factor of 1.7 which enables so a larger number of revolutions.
The decrease of the foil thickness by a factor of two also allows to increase the number
of revolutions by a factor of about 2.
Another critical point that should be investigated further are the dead time effects of
the micro channel plate detectors. Keeping track on the development of ultra fast micro
channel plates with less dead time effects should be done. At the moment it is not
possible to overcome the dead time effect in the channel plates. Micro channel plates
with smaller pore sizes increase the number of useable channels and therefore also
increase the rate capability. Another option is to develop an ultra-fast detector with
timing and detection efficiency properties like a MCP but higher rate capability. For
the FAIR project (fig. [6.2]) a new dual detector system will be developed based on the
results of this work. Two time-of-flight detectors on a straight section can be also used
to measure the velocity of the ions passing through both detector foils. This knowledge
could be used to correct for non-isochronous movement in the new Collector Ring (CR).
Presently, this information is obtained by Bρ-tagging at the dispersive mid focal plane
of the fragment separator.
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Figure 6.1: Calculated survival probpability of 64Ni28+ ions in dependence of different foil
thickness, coating and aperture size at the position of the detector foil. An decrease
of the foil thickness yields an increase in the number of revolutions with similar
survival probpabpilities of the ions. The shape of the survival probpability curve is
mainly influenced by the aperture of the detector foil while the drop of the curve is
mainly influenced by the foil thickness and coating [Wei-07].
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Figure 6.2: Schematic view of the new FAIR-facility. A primary beam imping on the produc-
tion target produces secondary particles. The necessary ion species can be effi-
ciently selected using the new fragment separator (SUPER-FRS). The so selected
beam can be led to three main experimental areas; the low-energy branch, the high
energy branch and the ring branch. All areas allow studies of properties of stable
and exotic ions via spectroscopic methods.
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Figure 7.1: Voltage development of the potential plates of the TOF-detector. The black dotes
represents the voltage development of the previous detector setting while the red
squares represent the voltage development of the new optimized setting. The volt-
age drop is originally chosen to drop linearly to create a approximately homoge-
neous electric field in the region of the electron trajectories.
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Figure 7.2: Initial kinetic energy distribution of the simulated electrons
Magnetic current τ[µs] (Forward) τ[µs] (Backward)
Previous electrode potential
1.6 19 31
1.7 47 22
1.8 28 18
1.9 39 16
2.0 34 19
New electrode potential
1.6 10 19
1.7 9 15
1.8 15 28
1.9 18 18
2.0 26 25
Table 7.1: Fitted decay constant of the amplitudes of the online experiment for each channel,
both electrode potentials settings and variation of the magnetic current.
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Figure 7.3: Simulation of the magnetic field homogeneity of the magnetic dipole. In radial and
axial direction the relative field deviation is smaller than 10−4 for the region where
the TOF-detector is installed.
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Figure 7.4: Electron rate dependency of the count rate of the MCP for a gap voltage of 200V
and 2mm distance like the MCP detector is used in the current TOF-detector. The
count rate is measured using a counter and by taking care that the detection effi-
ciency is limited to the open area ratio OAR of about 60%. The count rate increases
linearly with the time untill dead time effects start.
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Figure 7.5: Transmission efficiency simulation for the previous electrode voltage setting for
each half of the foil area. The red squares are the calculated efficiency contributing
from the left half of the foil while the black squares are the contribution of the right
half. The green squares are the sum of both contributions.
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Figure 7.6: Transmission efficiency simulation for the new electrode voltage setting for each
half of the foil area. The red squares are the calculated efficiency contributing from
the left half of the foil while the black squares are the contribution of the right half.
The green squared are the sum of both contributions.
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Figure 7.7: Time development of the average number of peaks for variation of the electrode
voltages and the magnetic field. While a direct impact of the electrode voltage can
not be clearly seen the impact of the magnetic field can be easily seen. For an
optimum magnet current of 1.8 A the curves overlap and so the detection duration
is the same on both branches. Furthermore the scattering in the number of detected
peaks gets also smaller.
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Figure 7.8: Amplitude time spectra by using a pulser on the foil for an initial ion number of
about 20 ions. Therefore the beam intensity is increased while the time difference
between the injection trigger and the pulsing of the foil voltage is about 125 µs.
The spectra shows a faster decay of the amplitudes to an even smaller amplitude
than for lower ion numbers.
Electrode Voltage [kV]
UWire −3.4
ULens1 −2.7
ULens3 −2.7
UPipe −2.7
ULens2 −2.7
URepeller −3.45
UGrid −3.35
UMCP −2.7
Table 7.2: Overview of the typically applied voltages in the MCP-test setup. The position and
function of each electrode is given in 4.11. The difference of UWire and UMCP yields
the average kinetic energy of the electrons imping on the MCP-detector.
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Figure 7.9: Time development of the average amplitudes of the signals at the online test for
variations of the electrode potentials and the magnetic field. The amplitude decays
over increasing time to a saturation value. The large error bars are mainly caused by
the broad distribution of the amplitudes. Typically the scattering of the amplitudes
of a micro channel plate detector is in the order of the average value.
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